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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to study the dimensional variations in micro embossed
parts. By measuring multiple parts produced with a fixed set of control inputs, it could be
determined if the process is in statistical control, if the parts produced have any noticeable
trends and if there are any other forms of deterministic or assignable disturbances that were
overlooked.
The experiment resulted in 50 sets of data consisting of 10 runs, resulting in 50 control
charts. By using both classic SPC rules for and by observation it was determined that about
42/50 control charts show traits of a process that is stationary and in-control. In the remaining
8 charts, some distinct trends were observable. These trends were postulated to be produced
by unintentional disturbances caused by the experimental procedure.
There were some distinct observable trends in the results from the experiment. The first is
the location and frequency of the occurrence of the 8 distinctive run charts mentioned above
and 4 run charts that were also observed to have marginally trend-like characteristic though it
seems more data points are required to make a more sound judgment. Out of these 12 run
charts, 9 of them are from the left side of the part. Out of this 9, 5 of them are from the 3rd
feature scale. This trend leads to a conclusion that the disturbance responsible for this
behavior is localized to a graphic region of that part.
The second observable trend is the strong correlation between feature scale size and the
mean of the die-part difference. As the feature size increases, the mean difference between
the die and part measurement increases. This can be because bigger features involve a larger
volume of polymer material to form the shape and as the material shrinks after being
embossing and cooled, the reduction in relative dimension is greater.
The third observable trend is the strong correlation between the feature scale size and the
standard deviation of the die-part difference. The variance in this dimension is larger as the
feature size increases. As larger features produce a larger mean die-part difference, this might
also produce an opportunity for a larger variation in this measurement.
Thesis Supervisor: David E. Hardt
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1
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1.1 Introduction
This research addresses an initial process variability study for Micro Embossing.
In this research, an etched silicon tool with many micron-scaled features was used to
emboss on a PMMA blank using pre-identified fixed control inputs. The difference in
dimensions between the die and part features were measured and these measurements
were compared between parts of different runs to study dimensional variations. The
behavior of these variations across the runs was studied. In addition any noticeable trends
in the data as well as issues faced while running the experiments were also noted.
1.2 Motivation for Study
There is a growing demand for Micro and Nano technology in complex
engineering systems. From creating the next generation of military armor suits for
soldiers {Callahan [1]} to the production of remote controlled micro sized robots for
medical surgery {Rebello [2]}, much of present groundbreaking research are being
conducted basing on micro and nano system technologies. As such, the potential for the
uses of micro parts are tremendous. Other application of these parts include and not
limited to the production of micro-engineered systems like pumps, turbines, fiber optical
connectors, catheter tips, acoustic amplifiers, chemical mixers and micro-medical tools.
Such applications have created a growing demand for fabrication of micro parts
which are to be manufactured to a consistent level of precision at micron scales. Some of
the present micro fabrication methods include LIGA {Holmes [3]}, reactive ion etching,
micro machining, powdered injection molding (PIM) {Yoshikawa [4]}, micro embossing
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and micro laser ablation. Micro embossing is a promising process owing to its relative
low cost and high volume manufacturing capabilities {Schubert [5]}.
The forming of thermoplastics using heat and a shaped die by taking advantage of
the difference in thermo-mechanical behavior of the tool and the work piece is not a new
invention. However, the use of similar process for the high volume production of micro-
fluidic and optical devices has been a relatively new activity. Conventional lithographic
processes might take multiple processing steps using glass or semiconductor substrates
whereas net-shape forming of components using the embossing process can be achieved
in a single step. The cost-efficient fabrication of components for Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems/ Micro-Optical-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)/MOEMS,
such as micro fluidic components, optical components and stacks for micro components
by embossing, appears promising. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) has been one of the
key choices of polymeric material used for embossing as it has good processing qualities
and good functional characteristics.
Microfluidic devices are microsystems that contain flow channels, micro reactors,
pumps, observation chambers, and other such micro sized features. These systems have
the ability to control the small volumetric flow of fluids through micro-capillary channels
with optical observation ports that are integrated with computerized analytical
instruments. Microstructural features that are present in these systems have the ability to
control the flow rate/volume of fluids to create chemical or biochemical reactions using
small volumes of reactants. These micro systems have the potential to miniaturize
chemical processing work presently undertaken by a full sized manned biological lab and
13
such minimizing time, space and cost. In addition, there lies potential in many other
areas including pharmaceutical, biotechnical, chemical and medical industries.
Such potential for micro fluidic systems calls for a demand for these devices to be
manufactured at a large volume at high quality levels and low cost. There has been a
surge in the amount of research work being undertaken in exploring the basic feasibility
of the embossing process and the limits to which it could be used; scale-wise, as well as
feature complexity wise. However, there have been significantly less published materials
in the fields of manufacturing and process control. Thus, there is a need and incentive to
carry out research studies in the area of manufacturing and process control of the micro
embossing process.
1.3 Objective
The Manufacturing Process Control Lab (MPCL) at MIT historically been
involved in the study of manufacturing process variations and the use of process control
to seek improvements in manufacturing rates, quality, cost and flexibility. Previous works
have been directed towards macro-scaled processes like sheet metal forming and no prior
work has been done in the fields of micro manufacturing. Thus, this research drives into
the realms of micro manufacturing with emphasis on understanding the process and
studying the natural process variations as an initial study with plans for more details as
well as applying active/passive control measures to seek improvements in manufacturing
abilities.
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This research focuses on embossing of PMMA to produce features in the 1-
100pim range, suited for micro fluidic and photonic device requirements. Although
embossing deals with material deformation in micro scales, as with any deformation
process, hot micro embossing yields products with dimensional, and other physical
variations. The initial objective of this study is to focus on the dimensional variations. In
ideal situations, several products can be manufactured repeatedly with the same machine
settings and be expected to be exactly the same in every aspect with each other. In reality,
final products from the same process might have variations in physical properties even if
the machine settings are kept constant. These can be due to natural variations in the
process or variations caused by external disturbances. The objective of this research is to
analyze the natural variation in the embossing process for micron-sized features for a
fixed matrix of process input values and also to compare the variations within different
scales of similar shaped features.
Variations can decrease the yield of a manufacturing process and can also restrict
the ultimate level of product precision attainable. Manufacturing process control entails
the study of the origins of process variations and the use of this knowledge to reduce thus
variation under production conditions.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The thesis comprises of seven chapters detailing the research undertaken. In
Chapter 2, the motivation behind the research its objectives were discussed.
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Chapter 2 presents the background information of this research. The terminology
is defined and a literature review is presented. From the literature review, the current state
of the art research in the embossing process, prior work in learning about manufacturing
difficulties as well as parallel work in the fields on micro manufacturing using other
methods are discussed.
Chapter 3 entails the description of the equipment fabricated and used in this
research. The choice of the embossing press, design of the embossing machine, heating
control system, insulation measures, cooling systems, tool designs, obtaining data from
sensors are detailed.
Chapter 4 describes the fundamental control inputs for the embossing process and
control methods. Prior published work as well as theoretical study of the effect of each of
the control inputs on the final product will be reviewed. Also the value of the control
inputs used for study will be discussed.
Chapter 5 discusses experimental procedures and instructions to run the machine
and obtain data. The control methods and the control of each input will also be discussed
and as well as experimental procedures, typical plots and trends of experiments.
Chapter 6 covers the results from the experiments and also previous trial runs.
The data from the experiments were tabulated, graphed and analyzed. Study of natural
variances and comparisons of such variations between different feature scales are
presented.
Chapter 7 consists of the conclusions made from the analysis of the data obtained.
16
Finally, the details in the fabrication of the embossing machine, machine
component drawings, and detailed experimental data are provided in the Appendices.
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CHAPTER
2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the background information used in the research is presented. The
chapter begins with a review of the parallel development in the fields of micro-
manufacturing thus presenting the understanding of similar process developments. The
embossing process is then detailed giving a review of the process dynamics. The specific
uses and benefits of the embossing process as well as published process limitations are
then discussed. Prior published literature on the embossing process as well as work done
by others are then discussed and the chapter ends with a conclusion
2.2 Other Commercial Polymer Micro Manufacturing
Micro manufacturing using silicon etching has been a revolutionary process in the
last century and a lot of research has been devoted into it. However, there is a demand
now for a micro manufacturing process that would be less costly using fewer steps,
cheaper raw materials like polymers and faster. Currently, there are commercially
available replication technologies which produce high volume production of micro
structures on polymer. Micro Injection molding has been used to mass produce audio
Compact Discs (CDs) for some time {Su [6]}. Other more recent replication technologies
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such as Powder Injection Molding (PIM), Hot Embossing, and UV embossing, have one
thing in common -the precision of the microscopic structures can be guaranteed even for
high volume and low cost mass production. There are of course certain limitations which
are primarily associated with the aspect ratio of high resolution and sub-micron features.
Let's discuss briefly some of these processes and their nature.
2.2.1 Soft Lithography using PDMS
Soft lithography represents a non-photolithographic strategy based on self-
assembly and replica molding for carrying out micro- and nanofabrication. It provides a
convenient, effective, and low-cost method for the formation and manufacturing of
micro- and nanostructures. In soft lithography, an elastomeric stamp with patterned relief
structures on its surface is used to generate patterns and structures with feature sizes
ranging from 30 nm to 100 pm. Five techniques have been demonstrated: microcontact
printing (CP), replica molding (REM), microtransfer molding (TM), micromolding in
capillaries (MIMIC), and solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM).
Xia and Whitesides et al have published their extensive work on Soft
Lithography, a technique of creating patterned micro structures on the surface of an
elastomeric block. They have been using Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomers (or
silicone rubbers) in most demonstrations though they and other groups have also reported
using elastomers such as polyurethanes, polyimides, and cross-linked NovolacTM resins (a
phenol formaldehyde polymer) {Xia [7]}. However, PDMS seems to be the choice of
material for soft lithography as it has a unique combination of properties resulting from
the presence of an inorganic siloxane backbone and organic methyl group attached to
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silicon {Clarson [8]}. Having low glass transition temperatures, they are fluids at room
temperature and can be readily converted into solid polymers by cross-linking using
curing agents. The formulation, fabrication and applications of PDMS elastomers have
been well studied and documented in literature and these substances are readily available
in large quantities commercially from companies like Dow Coming and H*uls America.
The micro-features are on the elastomers are created by cast molding. The master
is created using microlithography, using techniques such as photolithography,
micromachining. A pre-polymer of the PDMS is pour and spread over a master which has
relief structures on its surface, after which it is cured and peeled off. Once the pre-
polymer and its curing agent are mixed, poured over the master, and heated to elevated
temperature, the liquid will become solidified cross-linked elastomer in a few hours (see
Figure 2.1).
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Fabrication of Master
Pouring of PDMS
over the Master
PDMS
Curing of and De-molding
of POMS replicate
PDMS
Figure 2.1 Steps in creating PDMS molds
2.2.2 Ultra-Violet (UV) Embossing
The use of UV embossing in micro forming of polymers is detailed by Rossi et al.
[9]. The process of UV-embossing involves copying of microstructures from a substrate
to a thin film of UV-curable epoxy resin (see Figure 2.2). To form an overall surface
planarity of fractions of a micron over areas of some millimeters, the thickness and
uniformity of the replicated film can be controlled, thus being comparable to the quality
attainable using etched silicon.
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Slow cooling of the resin has a similar effect to a hot plate tempering process and
helps eliminate internal stress which would otherwise induce scattering centers, which is
not a favorable condition for optical devices and systems. A common problem during the
molding process is outlined by the researchers as being a thin polymer layer that remains
between the substrate and the mold insert. Thus, it is beneficial that this layer is as thin as
possible {Rossi [10]}.
UV-Polymer Mold
Substrate
/uv
Light Curing
Replica De-molding
Figure 2.2 Steps in UV-molding
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2.2.3 Micro Metal Injection Molding
Micro Metal Injection Molding (ptMIM) is a manufacturing technique derived
from the conventional powder metallurgical injection molding, or Metal Injection
Molding (MIM). The MIM process is an efficient method for the high volume
production of shaped metal components from metal powder. MIM remained uncommon
until the later half of the 1970s {Yoshikawa [11]}. Its patent holders are Rivers (1976)
and Wicch (1980), who were first to apply thermal plastics as binders.
Wicch used thermal plastics as binders with the aim of enhancing the accuracy of
the powder metallurgy method, and developed a method to inject mold parts and de-bind
the parts by heat decomposition. MIM is a derivative of polymer injection molding and
uses much of the same technology, along with batch sintering processes. The same
technology is applied for ptMIM in production of parts with micro features.
FMetal X
Pow er /Binder\\ /Additives
ixGranulate I njection
___________Molding
Final Sinterin + Debinding
V s
Figure 2.3 Steps in MIM process
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After powder metallurgical injection molding (see Figure 2.4), the green compact
is placed in a furnace, mostly under an oxidizing atmosphere, to remove the binder
system, thus changing into a brown compact. This process is unique to the PIM process.
As the binder is removed, the first contact spots between powder particles are produced.
The de-binding stage can greatly influence the mechanical properties of the sintered
component (see Figure 2.3). A typical PIM injection molding mix contains 35 to 50%
volume of polymer. This must be removed without causing swelling of the component,
surface blistering, or the formation of large pores, which cannot be removed during
sintering and so reduce the final density and compromise mechanical properties.
Subsequently, the brown compact is sintered into a solid microstructure of density
close to that of the theoretical one. This process takes about a day. The environment in
the furnace- vacuum, hydrogen, argon, etc.-is determined according to the material to be
used.
In practice, molding process is susceptible to many variable and potential errors.
Uniform particle packing in the mold that gives uniform dimensional change in sintering
is more desirable as compared to incomplete packing which causes cavities on the
compact surface. Excessive packing pressure can result in the compact sticking to the die
wall which could lead to difficulty in ejecting the part. Besides that, powder
agglomeration causes uneven flow and subsequent crack in the sintering process.
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Figure 2.4 Injection molding machine for PIM (left), etched-silicon mold insert
(right)
2.3 Hot Embossing Process
Hot embossing is a technique of current research for production of micron sized
features in polymer, particularly PMMA in our research. Hot Embossing process of
thermoplastic polymers requires the flow of a glassy polymer into a heated tool which has
exact negative shape of the desired part shape. To realize this, the polymer is heated to a
temperature beyond its glass transition temperature (Tg) but below its melting
temperature (T) while the tool is pressed upon the glassy polymer uniaxially and defined
pressure is applied and held for a period of time {Hardt [12]}. Thus, the embossing
process exploits differences in thermo-mechanical properties of the master and substrate
(see Figure 2.5).
The success of the embossing process can be quantified by measuring the
dimensional accuracy as well as presence of residual stresses, which for example, can,
affect its optical properties in the final part. Both these qualities might be of importance
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depending on whether the part is being used for applications which require optical
consistencies as well as structural dimensional consistencies [12].
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Figure 2.5 Schematics for the Micro Embossing Process
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Now consider the dynamics of hot micron embossing. The process begins by
heating the polymer (PMMA in our case) and the tool or master to a pre determined
temperature. This temperature is chosen to be anywhere higher than the glass transition
and lower than the melting temperature of the polymer. The die is pressed into the
polymer at a determined rate, either force per unit time or displacement per unit time. The
determination of these rates is an important factor as the polymer is visco-elastic. Once
the set force or displacement is reached, the die is kept stationary at fixed forming
pressure for sufficient time. As the force is applied and help the glassy polymer flows
into the cavity of the tool features. As the die and the polymer are kept under forming
pressure, enough time is given for the material to flow into the tool and fill up the cavities
completely.
Next both the substrate and master are cooled either naturally or with forced
cooling systems to a temperature below the glass transition temperature, and then
separated. The quality of the pattern transfer is dependant on many factors and control
inputs including the characteristics of the plastic and the master, as well as the
mechanical accuracy of the embossing tool, temperature, force applied, time held in the
system, die displacement rate and cooling rate. These factors are thus important in
determining the success of this process in a mass scaled manufacturing environment
where quality and cycle time are important. The equipment variables that which are
present to control this process include: tool force trajectory, tool velocity trajectory, tool
and platen temperature, hold time at maximum temperature, the cooling rate of tool and
platen and the removal temperature. [5]
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The advantages of hot embossing are: low material flow, avoiding internal stress,
and low flow rates, so more delicate structures can be fabricated, such as free standing
thin columns. It has the potential of increasing production rates and therefore decreasing
production costs by enlargement of the molding surface and automation of the molding
process. {Morin [13]}
There have been some variations to the micro embossing processes studied by
other researchers. In one instance, Narasimhan et al.[14] report the fabrication and use of
embossing tools made out of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which are then used to
rapidly fabricate micro channels in Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). The time taken to
fabricate these PDMS tools was considerably less than those using conventional
techniques. This time is reported to be the same regardless of the aspect ratio of features.
They used the PDMS tool to emboss microchannels in PMMA of aspect ratios up
to 2, with depths from 5 to 250 pm and widths over 40 pm and claim that the use of a soft
tool material increased cycle time and limited the tool lifetime to approximately 20
cycles.
2.4 Uses of Micro Embossing
For many high-volume micro manufacturing applications, the most cost-effective
fabrication technology is replication in polymer materials with techniques such as UV
embossing, hot embossing, and injection molding [15]. This significantly reduces the cost
in volume production in comparison to silicon-based etched components [16], [17]. There
is extensive research literature available regarding the use of embossing technology in
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producing such micro devices and components, which tend to fall into of the three broad
classes:
1. Micro optical devices
2. Mechanical Micro fluidics devices with flow channels, valves and pumps
3. Micro Reactors
The successful functioning of he three classes of devices mentioned above require
patterns or feature sizes in the range between 0.1tm (100nm) to 100pm range to be
present on a polymer chip. Alternatively, such a feat could be achieved in etched silicon
or glass but it would require a multiple-step process which can be time and cost
inefficient in comparison to net shaping polymer. The use of embossed polymer based
devices is particularly attractive for the biotechnological field, where the customer base is
large. Let's look in a greater detail for the application of embossed devices.
2.4.1 Micro Optical Devices
An optical device made from the micro patterning of polymer surfaces is not a
new technology. The technology of mass producing of Compact Discs (CDs) involves the
injection molding of polystyrene with features in the range of 0.5microns before a
reflective metal coating is given [6]. However, the uses of embossing of smaller and
smaller feature sizes for optical uses are receiving renewed attentions [12]. There is a
huge growth potential for micro-optical components, which is fueled by an increasing
number of such applications. According to recent market estimates, approximately a
third of present day's electronic communications will be replaced by optical systems in
the near future [15]. The growth in the applications of photonic devices is evident from
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the introduction of such technologies into the automotive, telecommunications and
automation sectors.
Typical commercial requirements for micro optical fabricated parts include [15]:
1. High profile fidelity for optical microstructures
2. Flexibility in the substrate thickness for double sided replicas: 0.5 to 2.0mm
3. Accuracy of alignment: better than ±2 pm over replicated area
4. Planarity of replication layers: better than ±5 pm (includes only deviations with
low geometrical frequency like tilt)
Work done by Teteleers et al. [18] evaluates the results of using the processes of
vacuum casting with hot embossing and they come to a conclusion that replication with
both is not up to a high standard and that the cautious use of process control will be
required to achieve good replications and optical results in the products. Lin et al.[19]
used hot embossing to fabricate pyramidal shaped features on PMMA for brightness
enhancement applications for Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs). For features sizes as
small as 2microns, they demonstrated that good performance can be achieved with
embossed polymers like PMMA and PVC. In their subsequent study Lin et al. [20]
attempted a comparison of process capabilities between lab scale production system and a
using commercial scaled production system and concluded that there is a discrepancy in
dimensional results of the products. The lab scale production system was able to better
replicate the mold.
David et al. [21] report the use of nano-scale features patterned on optical
surfaces to attenuate reflection. Patterns with channels spaced at 120nm were created
using quartz tools embossed polycarbonate sheets. Success was achieved using the
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resulting surface as a reduction in reflectivity over wavelengths of 250nm to 550nm was
reported.
2.4.2 Micro Fluidic and Micro Reactor Devices
The uses of polymer based micro devices in the field of Bio-MEMs are very
promising. Applications include but are not limited to biological analysis, medical
diagnosis, chemical analysis and synthesis, chemical/biological warfare detection, drug
discovery, and drug delivery. The advantages of using Microsystems are that these
devices would require less reagent/sample consumption (pico-liter volumes), shorter
analysis times, increased throughput due from parallel analysis, increased automation,
improved integration of sample steps and easier fabrication in comparisons to bigger
scale devices.
The use of PMMA based chips for electrophoretic separation is reported by
Pumera et al. [22] to produce excellent results. More relevant to a manufacturing point
of view, they conclude that if a mass manufacturing base for such devices can be created,
single use applications will become viable. In a similar application, Krishnan et al.[23]
use a micro fluidic device for gene expression analysis, combining separation and
reaction in a single device. With respect to the function of these devices, they commented
that the key to wide spread use is simple, low cost production of complex patterns in
appropriate materials. Thus, it is apparent that the demand for polymer-based devices for
bio-MEMS has a lot of potential.
Williams et al [24] discuss the concept of continuous flow bio-assays in their
application of using micro channels to mimic human capillaries. Their observation that
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the performance of these devices depends on low variability in flow channel dimensions
between different chips demands interests from a manufacturing process control view
point. Variations in these dimensions causes variable pressure drops which in turn can
cause significant flow variations. On their manually prototyped devices, they comment
that dimensional variations can lead to maximum normalized standard deviations of 8.5%
in pressure drops. Thus, this is one of the few researches which have touched upon the
topic of production variation's effect of product performance.
Commercial devices made out of polymer for sample preparation and
hematological analysis is discussed by Schulte et al. [25]. The channels and reservoirs in
the parts were created using injection molding instead of embossing. The flow through
the channels is driven by both hydrostatic forces and by pressure gradients set up with
internal absorptive materials. A second commercial product made using either injection
molding or embossing used for DNA analysis and drug discovery is noted by Cronin et
al. [26] though no difference were published in the performances of the devices
fabricated between the two processes. Another commercial project in microfluidic chips
is reported by Preckel et al. [27] which detects cellular fluorescence after mixing the
sample with various reagents. Good correlation with macro scale test is reported in their
studies though the devices were made out of glass substrates.
Wenner at el. [28] describes a method, which instead of using hydrostatic force to
drive flows, uses centrifugal force to spin a CD sized chip embossed with micro channels.
The "CDs" were created using various methods including embossing of PMMA and
lithography of SU-8. Similarly, Madou et al. [29] also discusses about disk-based micro
fluidic devices fabricated out of PMMA and other materials using hot embossing and
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compares this with injection molded devices. Generally, it is found that injection molding
has faster cycle times while embossing produces more uniform product. [12]
2.5 Conclusion
From this Chapter, it is evident that there are numerous technologies now being
applied in the manufacturing of micro devices. All of these technologies have similar
process mechanisms as they all involve the net shaping of a polymer work piece using a
tool. The differences lay in details on how the raw polymer material is made to be
impressionable and how they are set in shape to retain their final form. Some of these
technologies are merely adaptations of similar large scale macro process. For examples,
Micro Embossing has a lot of similarities with macro-scaled processes such as, Forging
and Casting.
However, despite these similarities, the process control issues for these micro-
scaled processes are quite dissimilar from their macro scaled counterparts. This is
because, at smaller scales, material flow mechanics are other issues play a more dominant
role in the process.
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CHAPTER
3
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
3.1 Introduction
A Lab scale machine was developed to execute preliminary experiments in micro-
embossing. Although commercial micro embossing machines are currently available, a
decision was made to fabricate the experimental apparatus to allow better understanding
of the process dynamics and to have the flexibility of designing its control system. The
apparatus is designed to be a laboratory fabrication machine capable of producing a
single part per machine cycle.
In this chapter, the choice of PMMA as the working material and its properties is
presented. This is the principle starting point behind the design of the machine because
the specifications of the process environment are mainly determined by the working
material. Next, the design and fabrication of the different aspects of the machine's
heating platens, work piece holder, heating system, cooling system, insulation system and
the temperature controller are discussed.
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3.2 Choice of Work Material
In any manufacturing process, the material used for the work piece is an important
factor in determining the critical process parameters. Hot embossing requires a
thermoplastic material as a work material. As such, Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is
the common choice for embossing owing to its intrinsic properties, which are well suited
for the process. The characteristics as follows:
1. Low glass transition point (about 1050C)
2. Good optical properties, making them suitable for optical MEMs devices
3. Hydroscopic, slippery surface allows removing from mold easier
4. Good thermo-mechanical and structural properties.
5. Low cost in high volume productions.
6. Hard material as compared to PDMS
PMMA is one of the earliest polymers and is well known around the world by a
variety of commercial trade names like Lucite, Oroglas, Perspex, and Plexiglas. One of
the original applications for this material was as aircraft windows, which take advantages
of its glass-clear finish and good weather resistance.
M~lA
H CH3
Figure 3.1 Molecular Formula of PMMA's repeating unit
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PMMA has a molecular chain with a repeating unit that has a chemical formula
[C6HloOn] , as shown in Figure 3.1, and an average molecular weight of 114.14 per
repeating unit. PMMA has a low thermal conductivity of 0.167-0.251 W/mK as
compared to a value of 401 W/mK of Copper. Thus, heating time might be a limiting
factor even with powerful heating hardware. The glass transition temperature is around
105 C and typical processing temperatures for different operations are as follows [30]:
Injection Molding: 163-260 0C
Extrusion: 183-260 0C
Compression Molding: 149-219 "C
Researchers have reported using processing temperatures of anywhere from
1H0"C [20] to 146 0C [14] for Micro Embossing. For this project, a processing
temperature of 135 0C is used.
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3.3 Introduction to the Press and its Operations
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Schematics for Hot Embossing
A hot embossing machine requires precise control of the platen (see Figure 3.2)
displacement and the force exerted by them. Instead of constructing a press from scratch,
a decision was made to purchase a commercial precision press for the task. Precise force
and displacement controls are the key of good embossing machine and thus requirements
were meted out for the press to have a position accuracy better than 0.1 pim and load
accuracy better than 1N. Both servo hydraulic presses as well as electromechanical
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presses were considered for this task. The servo hydraulic presses on the market were
mostly suited for high load capacity (at least 50KN) and for the purpose of this research
the press required a maximum load capacity of about 25KN. The electro mechanical
presses were usually constructed for lower load capacity and have better position
resolution at these load levels. To meet these needs, a commercial material testing
machine, an Instron Model 5869 was chosen (see Figure 3.3).
Model 5869 is a table mounted materials testing system of capacity 50KN
(112501b) and has a test speed range of imicron to 500mm/min (0.00004in/min to
20in/min) with a 50KN load cell. It can deliver a load accuracy of +/- 0.4N and position
control accuracy of 0.063ptm. The 5869 provides closed loop control of its force or
displacements of the platens with control algorithm written in LabVIEW (a National
Instruments product) Codes allowing the flexibility of programming specific codes for
the needs of future experiments.
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Figure 3.3 Overall view of the Experimental Apparatus
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3.4 Platen Design
The platens are one of the most critical components of the hot embossing
machine. The purpose of the platen is to hold and maintain the orientation of the work
piece and the tool (flatness, perpendicularity), supply and evenly distribute heat, as well
as cool the work piece and tool, and maintain structural rigidity while load is imposed on
the work piece during the embossing process.
The platens are designed to be attached to the top and bottom compression anvils
supplied by the Model 5869 Instron machine. The platen attached to the movable anvil,
which also houses the load cell, is mounted with the embossing tool while the stationary
bottom anvil is attached to the platen housing the work piece. While running the machine,
the work piece needs to be heated and kept at a high temperature for a longer period of
time than the tool. As such, it is advantageous to place the work piece on the bottom anvil
as lesser heat will be transferred to the temperature sensitive load cell. In addition, the
platen housing the work piece requires more handling to load and remove parts than the
platen housing the tool. To aid the operator with this function, the platen housing the
workpiece will be better suited at the bottom.
The anvils supplied by the Instron machine are 150mm in diameter machined out
of 440 type stainless steel. The anvils are flat within 13p.m and perpendicular to the
mounting rod within 0.05 degrees. There are 2 pairs of threaded holes on each anvil
which are used to mount the platens onto the anvils as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Specification drawing of the Instron Anvil
In order to design the platens, the operational requirements were studied are listed as
follows:
1. Good transmitter of heat to work piece
2. Able to withstand up to 55Mpa of compressive load (assuming a maximum load
of 15kn per 15mm x 15mm square area)
3. Good thermal conductivity for even heat dissipation
4. Responsive heating and cooling characteristics
5. Does not corrode easily
6. Allows easy attachment and removal of tool post, work piece, heating cartridges,
and thermocouples.
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Because of thermal, structural and cost requirements, material selection was
limited only to metals. The choice of material for the fabrication of the platen was then
researched. Aluminum, Stainless steel, Brass and Copper were all considered as possible
materials to fabricate the platens from before 99.9% oxygen free copper was chosen as it
has the required characteristics in thermal heat distribution, mechanical strength and
machinability.
Table 3.1 Material Properties of Candidate Materials
Material Thermal Specific Heat Elastic Modulus
Conductivity Capacity (Gpa)
k/Wm'K-' Cp/JKg'K__
Copper (99.9%) 397.48 384.9 115
Brass red (Cu 85, Zn 15) 376.6 146.44 100
Stainless 201 16.318 502.1 210
Aluminum 225.94 920.5 70
Table 3.2 Design Decision Matrix
Material Thermal Distribution Strength Machinability Total
(50 points) (35 points) (15 points) (100)
Copper 50 28 12 90
Brass 45 30 13 88
Stainless 15 35 8 58
Aluminum 35 25 15 75
The physical properties of some of the key candidate materials are as shown in
Table 3.1. All four materials have the structural strength needed to withstand the
maximum required compressive load though it is preferable to have a stronger material to
minimize tool wear and fatigue. A high thermal conductivity and heat capacity is required
to build a platen that gives responsive temperature control and distribution. With these
design requirements, a design matrix is created and each material is ranked and scored
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accordingly (see Table 3.2). With these requirements, Copper is the material of choice for
platen construction.
Figure 3.5 Generic design for embossing platens
A generic design for the platen was formulated as shown above in Figure 3.5. The
platen requires mounting holes to be attached to the anvils, holes for heating cartridges,
thread holes for retainer screw for the heating cartridges, holes for thermal couples,
threaded holes for the cooling pipes, and finally threaded holes to mount the tool posts
and work piece retainer. At the same time, as much thermal mass as possible has to be
removed to minimize the time to heat and cool the platens. Concurrently, thermal mass
has to be removed without compromising the structural strength of the platen as the
compression load might cause the platen to collapse if it is too weak.
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3.5 Heating System Design
The primary purpose of the heating system in the embossing machine is to raise
the temperature of the work piece and tool to a pre-determined temperature (above the
PMMA glass transition temperature), evenly and accurately and to maintain that
temperature during forming. Since temperature determines the forming characteristics of
PMMA, it is an important input in this process, and must be controlled well.
The heating system consists of temperature sensors, a temperature controller, and
heating cartridges. The heating of the workpiece and die requires calculation of the
heating power requirements, orientation and placement of cartridge heaters and position
of the temperature sensors to ensure an even distribution of heat. More detail will be
mentioned about the temperature controller further in the chapter.
3.5.1 Determination of Heating Power Requirements
Heat energy is supplied to the platen via two cartridge heaters placed so the
temperature at the surface, where the work piece sits, will be evenly distributed. The
platen temperature will rise at a rate dependent on its specific heat. However, there is also
heat loss through convection to the air surrounding it, radiation and through conduction
from the following paths:
1. Fittings to which it is attached to the anvils
2. Bottom surface which is in contact with the ceramic insulators
3. Cooling pipes and fittings
4. Radiation from exposed surfaces to the environment
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The heating power needs to be sufficient to overcome these heat losses and at the
same time be able to heat up the platen quickly. In order to do this, the cartridge heaters
need to be powerful enough for the maximum operation temperature of the embossing
process to fall within a relatively linear portion of the heating curve.
In performing the required analysis, the ambient temperature is assumed to be
25'C, and the platen is assumed to be a rectangular block of dimensions 150 x 62 x 62
mm (see Figure 3.6 for detailed specifications).
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The platen is constructed entirely of 99.9% pure Copper which has a specific heat
capacity of 384.9JKg-1K-1 and thermal conductivity of 397.48Wm-1K-1. The total
energy stored by this Copper block at elevated temperature is given by (3.1):
Q = pCVT (3.1)
Where p is the material density (kg/m3), C, is the specific heat capacity (JKg'K-l ), V is
the volume of the material (in 3), and T is the temperature in Kelvin [31]. The heat loss
through convection is from 4 vertical walls of the block and 1 horizontal face on the top
(see Figure 3.5). The heat flux loss (eqn 3.2), Q through convection from the surfaces is
[31]:
Q = hA(Tsurface - TAir) eqn(3.2)
Where h (W/m2 K) is the convection coefficient of the ambient air surrounding the
platen. The convection coefficient is different for vertical and horizontal surfaces. The
heat supplied to the platen as well as the heat loss through the bottom surface is through
the mechanisms of conduction. The empirical value of q (eqn 3.3) is given by the
equation [31]:
kAq = (T1- T2) (3.3)
H
Where k is the thermal conductivity (W/mk), (Ti - T2) is the difference in
temperatures between the points of conduction, and H is the thickness of the material.
h = (3.4)
L
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In order to determine the heat lost by convection, the convective coefficient, h,
needs to be evaluated. As shown in eqn 3.4, h can be determined if the Nusselt's number,
Nu is known. Proceeding to determine the value of the Nu assuming Tf (3.5), the average
temperature of the convection fluid within the boundary layers to be the average of the
platen surface temperature and the ambient temperature, and the room air is quiescent,
T = -(T + TAmbient) = 298K=408K 3 53K (3.5)2 2
Using this value for the temperature of air, the following properties are determined. [31]
v = 20.92 x 10 6 kg Is (Kinematic viscosity)
a = 29.9 x 10-6 m 2 / s (Thermal diffusitivity)
11
P 1  - = 0.00283K-' (Thermal expansion coefficient)
T 353K
Pr = 0.7 (Prandtl number)
KAir = 30 x 10-3 W / m-K (Thermal conductivity of air)
The respective symbols are as represented in the nomenclature list at the
beginning of this thesis.With the known properties, the Rayleigh number (3.6) is then
determined so that the Nusselt number could be evaluated.
62
g/(Ts - T)L 3  9.8m / s2 x 0.00283K- x (408 - 298)K x ( )3 m3
Ra = ( 1000 =1.1624x10 6
av 29.9 x10-6m 2 /s x 20.92x10-6m 2 /s
(3.6)
Since Ra number is less than 10 9, the flow is still within the laminar range. [31]
Thus, the equation for the Nusselt number (3.7) is:
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Nu = {0.825± [1+(0.492/Pr)9/16 8 / 2 7  (3.7)
Nu =17.21
The convection coefficient of air can then be determined with the known Nusselt number.
h = Nuk 17.2lx3OxlW/K2-K
L 62/Ir000m (3.8)
150 62 62 62
qoncio =8.33W /M 2 -KxllOKx[(-- x -x 3)+( x -0 x 2)]M2 ~33W
1000 1000 1000 1000
Thus, the heat loss through convection to the environment is about 33W (3.8).
Heat is also lost to the environment via radiation (qrad). In order to determine this loss, the
radiation heat loss equation needs to be utilized.
qrad = CAso-(T TSu,,)
o-=5.67x108 W/rM 2 -K 4
150 62 62 62
qradI =1.0 x[( x -x 3)+( x -- x 2)]M2 x 5.67x1T-8 W/M 2 -K 4 x (408 4 -298 4)K 4
1000 1000 1000 1000
qral = 40W
(3.9)
The heat loss via radiation is about 40W (3.9). To calculate the heat loss through
conduction to the insulating block, the conduction equation is required. Assuming a worst
case scenario that the temperature of the insulating material that is not in contact with the
copper has a temperature of 30 0C, the heat loss will be calculated with the thermal
conductivity of the insulation material as follows:
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kA
=conduction (Tk - T2)
H
k = 0.4038w/m -K
0.4038W m -K x x m2 eqn(3.10)
qconduction 24 1000 1000 x{135-30}K
m
1000
qconduction =16.4W
The heat loss via conduction through the insulator is 16.4W (eqn 3.10). There is
additional heat loss through fittings and piping which can be neglected at this point, as
Teflon pipes were used for the piping, heat loss is kept to the minimum.
q total loss= q conduction + q convection rad (3.11)
q total loss= 16.4W + 40W +33W = 89.4W
Thus, the heating power needs to be at least 89.4W (3.11) to reach a steady state
temperature of 135 Celsius. Accordingly, during the first iteration of the design process,
two of 75W cartridge heaters for a total power of 150W were used and the time required
to raise the temperature of the platen to 135 degrees Celsius was experimentally found to
be about 25minutes. The heaters used are of 0.25" diameter and 1.25" length with
intensity of 128W/in 2 , model CIR-1013 from Chromolox. In the second iteration, 2 of
200W heaters totaling 400W were used cutting the heating time to about 10 minutes.
These heaters were of the same size as the initial heaters but have an intensity of
2256W/in2
T i,= T,.(1 - e~'r) + Tmbient [3 1] (3.12)
The heating of the platen resembles a simple first order system (3.12). Initially the
temperature of the platen increases at a fast rate and as the difference in temperature
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between the surrounding and platen increases, the rate of increase of the temperature
decreases. The temperature of the lower platen, Tlp gradually increases to the maximum
steady state temperature of Tlp max + T Ambient as the system is allowed to be heated
for an indefinite time without the intervention of any controller. At this steady state
temperature, the heat into the platen systems equals the heat lost by the system to the
environment. It is imperative to evaluate the values of the constants, Tip max and t (time
constant) to better understand the heating and cooling behavior of the platens. An open
loop test was conducted on the heating platen and the temperature time relationship was
logged using an Omega @ temperature logger at a frequency of 1 Hz. The heaters were
switched off at about 260 "C so as to avoid risking damage to the machine. The data was
then plotted as shown in Figure 3.7.
dQcvd T
= pCV = Q-Q.' (3.13)
dt dt
pC ,V dT _Q
-- +V T = '" (3.14)
hA dt hA
As shown in (3.13) the rate of heat supplied to the platens is the difference in the
power output from the heaters and the loss of heat rate to the environment. This also
equates to the rise in temperature of the lumped capacitance of the platens. From the 1st
pCpv
order heat equation (3.14), one can see that the time constant is P . As such, the timehA
taken to heat the platen is proportional to the volume of the platen and its heat capacity.
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The profile fits a typical first order system, and as shown in the graph, the
ambient temperature is about 26 0C. Using the data points available from this profile and
solving for the unknowns in the heat equation, it is determined that the value oft is 1332
sec-I and T1 - is 2800 C. Using these values, a theoretical plot was created as shown
below. The theoretical plot of the model is:
T, = 280(1- e-')+26.33 (3.15)
By plotting the actual temperature-time relationship of the platen together with
the plot of the model, it can be seen that the model is consistent with the actual data (see
Figure. 3.8). It takes about 640 seconds or 10.6 minutes for the platen to be heated to
135 C, a typical forming temperature which is used for embossing experiments.
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Figure 3.8 Superimposed plots of the model and the actual data
3.5.2 Heater Placement and Orientation
The placement and orientation of the heating elements in the platen is an
important design decision. As the top surface of the platen, which will be in contact with
the PMMA work material, requires an even distribution of temperature, the heating
elements must be positioned as such that no local hot spots or unacceptable temperature
variations occur.
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Figure 3.9 Schematics for a shape factor analysis
For the initial iterations it is assumed that a cylinder (the heater) of width D and
length L of elevated temperature T, lies within a block of width w and of temperature T2
(see Figure 3.9). Using shape factor approximation [31],
S= 27rL (3.16)
In(I.08 -)
D
q = SK(T, - T2) (3.17)
Where S (eqn 3.16) is the shape factor index, K is the thermal conductivity and q
(eqn 3.17) is the heat transfer rate. Analysis shows that it is advantageous to place the
cartridge heaters as far as possible from the surface to be embossed as the isotherms
which propagate tangential to the surface of the heater will of a bigger radius and thus
more even temperature can be obtained further from the heating source. The use of
copper as the heating medium also assists to distribute temperature evenly.
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3.6 Insulation System
The insulation system has two major objectives in the embossing machine. First,
the load cell that measures the force applied on the work piece is a temperature sensitive
instrument. The load cell is mounted above the top platen and connected to the anvil
attachment unit. As such, heat from the platen can be transmitted mainly through
conduction to the load cell, which can cause the load cell to give inaccurate data or even
causing it to malfunction in extreme cases.
Second, the heating of the platen to its operating temperature needs to be
accomplished in the fastest time possible to reduce cycle time. Any heat loss to the
environment and to the rest of the machine is undesirable, so insulating the platens is
imperative.
To reduce heat loss via conduction to the rest of the machine, insulating material
is sandwiched between the platen and anvils. Also, the attachment blocks used to mount
the platens to the anvils are constructed of insulating material. The insulating material
needs to have the following properties:
1. Low thermal conductivity
2. High compression strength
3. High rigidity
The insulation material needs to withstand at least 10 Mpa of pressure and have
good insulation properties. Part 914 machinable glass ceramics, from Cortronics
Corporation was chosen as the insulating material. It has a maximum temperature rating
of 10000F, a compressive strength of 40,000 psi, thermal conductivity of 0.404 W/m.K.
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This material has a high temperature resistance and impact strength. It is inert to
oxidizing and usable up to 1000 F. It is able to take a compressive load up to 275 Mpa.
Thermal expansion is also an important factor as the temperature ranges from 200C to
140"C (120 0C/2480 F variation). The thermal expansion for the insulation material is 5.2
X 10~6/OF.
As shown in the simplified diagram below (see Figure 3.10), the platen is
mounted on the anvil via two mounting blocks on either side. Bolts are used to securely
fasten the platen to the anvil which has an insulating plate in between them.
Copper
Platen MountingBlock
Fastening Insulation
Bolt plate
Anvil
Figure 3.10 Schematic of the Platen-Anvil set up
The thermal schematic drawing is as follows. The heat flux is lost to the machine
through three conduction routes. The first route, q1 is heat lost via insulation block which
has a thermal resistance of R1 to the bolt and similarly heat is lost by the second bolt via
the thermal block with resistance R2. In the third route, heat is lost to the steel anvil via
the insulation block of resistance R3.
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The insulation plate shares the same footprint as the anvil and has side tabs for the
bolts to go through so that the platens can be bolted to the anvil. The drawing for the
insulating plate is as shown below in Figure 3.11:
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Figure 3.11 Specification drawing for the insulating plate
The working drawing for the mounting block made out of ceramics is shown below in
Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Working drawing for ceramics mounting block
3.7 Design and Operation of the Cooling System
The cooling system is required for a rapid transition from the forming temperature
to below the glass transition temperature of PMMA. Forced cooling will reduce the cycle
time and also help prevent heat from dissipating gradually into the load cells when
multiple experiments are run in a row successively.
The cooling system was designed to use the city water supply as the liquid
coolant is channeled into the platen, cooling it down from the forming temperature. The
temperature of the water typically ranges from 60C to 14 0C depending on the weather and
season.
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Figure 3.13 Parallel coolant flow design (left) and serial coolant flow design (right)
Two designs were considered for the coolant flow in the cooling system (see
Figure 3.13). One was to use parallel flow of coolant and the other was to use serial flow
illustrated in the diagram. Parallel flow will ensure that the inlet temperature and outlet
temperature is consistent throughout the platen while serial flow will cause the cooling
fluid to be warmer further in the channel thus having inconsistent temperature of the
coolant. This is an important consideration as consistent cooling properties will ensure
that the PMMA chip cools consistently. Thus, this design was adopted for the cooling
system. The diagram below illustrates the platens with the heaters inserted and a having
4-channel parallel cooling system fitted to them (see Figure 3.14). The coolant supply
line is made out of a Teflon derivative polymer which can withstand high temperatures
and chosen for its low thermal conductive properties as well as its flexibility.
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Figure 3.14 Forming platens with cooling supply lines
The platens do not need to be cooled while parts are being formed; they only need
to be cooled after forming. Thus water trapped in the cooling channels when they are not
being used can the water to boil during subsequent process cycle that can tap some of the
heating power supplied by the heaters. Thus, a flushing system needed to be incorporated
into the cooling system.
The flushing system was designed to make use of shop air to flush excess coolant
water from the channels after each run. Thus the operation of the cooling system is as
follows:
1. When the platens are ready to be cooled, switch off the power supply to heaters
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2. Open secondary valve for water supply, while keeping the air supply valve shut
(also see Figure 3.15)
3. Open primary valve for the water supply slowly
4. Track the temperature logger as the temperatures of the platens decreases
5. At 1 00C above the desired part extraction temperature, shut the main water supply
followed by the secondary supply valve.
6. Open the secondary air supply valve
7. Slowly open the primary air supply valve to flush the water out
8. Use the air supply to slowly reduce the temperature of the platen to desired value
9. Switch off the primary air supply followed by the secondary.
Figure 3.15 Secondary Coolant supply valves
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3.8 Design and Operation of Work Piece holder
The raw material for forming is a square PMMA chip of length 25mm and
thickness of 1mm. During the forming operation this chip needs to be held firmly while
remaining in contact with the platen heating surface at all times. This is done to ensure
even heating and also to ensure that the chip is firmly held on during embossing. The
PMMA may become attached to the tool once embossed and thus needs to be retained on
the lower platen while the top platen is being removed. To solve these issues, a work
piece holder is required.
The work piece holder needed to be fabricated out of 99.9% pure copper, the
same material as the. This is done as it has excellent thermal properties and also to be
consistent with the rest of the platen. Any difference in temperature and heat dissipation
properties will cause undesirable process variations. The work piece holder was designed
to have a recess to hold the PMMA chip. The recess is 0.9mm deep, barely enough to
accommodate the PMMA chip so that it would have good contact with the heating
surfaces. The recess also has a 5mm perimeter to clamp the PMMA chip to the bottom
platen while the top platen is removed after embossing (see Figure 3.16). This will
prevent the PMMA chip from getting stuck to the tool. The perimeter also aids in the
heating of the PMMA chip from the top surface.
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Figure 3.16 Bottom view of the
When in use, the PMMA chip is put into the recess of the workpiece holder and
the work piece holder is clamped down to the bottom platen via 4 flat-head, bevel
shouldered screws using an Allen key as shown in the diagram below (Figure 3.17). The
screws assist is clamping the holder down firmly while having physical contact with the
PMMA chip. When the embossing process is over, the four screws are unscrewed and the
workpiece holder is removed along with the embossed part.
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Figure 3.17 Work piece holder being clamped into platen
3.9 Design and Operation of Heating System
The heating system is an integral part of the embossing machine. It consists of
three primary components; the sensor, the controller and the heater. In this section, the
three components will be discussed in detail.
3.9.1 Temperature Sensor Selection and Installation
The choice of the temperature sensor and its location is of ultimate importance to
the heating system. If the sensor reads the wrong temperature, the PMMA chip to be
heated will be subjected to incorrect heating conditions. In order to accurately sense the
temperature of the PMMA, the sensor needs to be as close as possible to the PMMA.
Since copper is an excellent thermal conductor, the copper surface in contact with the
PMMA will be able to give accurate temperature readings of the work piece.
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Figure 3.18 Thermocouple probe placement in the platen
The sensor chosen is an Omega K type thermocouple probe of model number
KMTSS-032-K-6. This is a 0.75mm thick probe, 150mm in length. The probe is placed
about 1mm below the forming surface of the lower platen through a hole which is about
10mm deep (see Figure 3.18). The probe is held in the hole by an interference fit, where
the temperature sensor is only located at the tip of the probe. A test was conducted to
evaluate the accuracy of the thermocouple by comparing the reading between the above
mention probe and another probe made to touch the surface of the PMMA during a
heated operation and no observable difference in temperature was recorded. Thus, the
temperature sensor is capable of obtaining accurate data on the temperature of the
PMMA.
3.9.2 Temperature Controller Unit
The Temperature Controller Unit (TCU) is required to heat up and accurately
maintain the desired temperature on both the top and bottom platens. The TCU needs to
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allow the user to set the temperatures required for operation and at the same time display
the current temperatures. The TCU also needs to be electrically safe to operate, having
separate controllers for both top and bottom platens, as well as having separate power
switches for each controller and a main power switch to the unit. Typically, for the hot
embossing process, temperatures up to a 150 degrees Celsius might be required. (see
Figure 3.19).
Process Control Volume
Ch 2110 Power Output
-1 In~ o Cartridge Heater
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__ Sensor Input
Figure 3.19 Controller-Process heating loop
To reduce time spent on designing and fabricating an in-house controller, a
Chromalox 2110 temperature controller was selected for use. The controller is available
in different current ratings (1A, 5A and 10A). To determine the current rating a simple
power calculation is required as shown below (3.18):
P = VACI (3.18)
Since the AC voltage from the wall is 1 15V,
200W x 2 =1 15V x I > I 3.5Amps
Once the nominal current rating is known, the fuse needs to be selected.
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IFuse 1.25 x IRating
IIvC =1.25 x 3.5 = 3.75Amps
Thus, the correct controller for the task is the one which is rated for 5A. The fuse
needs to be rated at about 25% above the nominal rating of the current through the
heaters at maximum power. Thus, in this case 3.75Amps fuses are required for the TCU.
The next step in the preparation of the controller was the jumper settings on the controller
unit. As shown in the diagram below, the setting can be changed accordingly. For the
embossing machine, the thermocouple type is K, the type of temperature sensor is
thermocouple (TC). The controller offers its user a choice between an on-off control
algorithm and proportional-integral (PI) control algorithm. In this case, PI control is
chosen for the temperature controller.
The controllers, power strip, cooling fan, switches, fuses and other components
require housing for the safety and convenience of the user and thus a controller box was
designed and constructed out of sheet aluminum and Delrin TM supporting structures. The
drawings are shown below. The face plate was designed to house two controllers, fuses,
power switches and slits for air intake to cool the unit. In the back plate, an auxiliary
power supply unit and circulating fan are installed (see Figure3.20).
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Figure 3.20 Face plate of the controller box (left) and the controller box (right)
Inside the controller box, the main supply power supply from the wall are sent to
a main lighted electrical switch and then to the power strip. The power strip then supplies
electricity to the auxiliary power supply, to each controller and to each heater. The
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auxiliary power supply is connected to the internal ventilation fan which aids in the
cooling of the unit. Figure 3.21 illustrates the components inside the TCU.
Figure 3.21 Inside view of the TCU
The TCU has four pairs of output leads exiting from its housing. Two of these are
leads to the thermocouple probes and the other two are power supply chords to the
cartridge heaters. As shown in figure 3.22, the yellow leads are for the thermocouples and
the brown leads supply power to the heaters.
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Figure 3.22 Thermocouple and Heater Leads (left), and Thermocouple
Connectors (right)
The brown leads are joined to a pair of red connectors which are attached to the
leads from the heaters (see Figure 3.23). Caution must be exercised with these connectors
as they can be handling currents as high as 4A and they need to be inspected regularly to
ensure that they are tightly connected.
Figure 3.23 Connectors supplying power to heaters (left) and the white leads
attached to the heaters (right)
The operation of the TCU is simple. The main switch at the back of the TCU
needs to be switched on as shown in Figure. The lighted switch will illuminate indicating
that that switch is on and there is power supplied to the TCU (Figure 3.24).
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Figure 3.24 Main switch at the back of the TCU
Once the main switch is on, the respective switches for the controllers the user
wants to use must be switched on. Within a few seconds, after the controllers auto
calibrates, the current temperature of the platens will be displayed on the screen in green
as shown in Figure 3.25 The light for the "temp" will be illuminated once the current
temperature is displayed. The "set point" button can be depressed to set the temperature
wanted for the platen. Once the button is depressed, the "set point" light will be
illuminated allowing the user to change the temperature by depressing the up or down
arrows on the controller to the desired temperature point.
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Figure 3.25 Current temperature shown (left); a set point temperature is being
established (right)
Once the set point temperature is set above the current platen temperature, the
output LED called "load" will be illuminated. This shows that power is being supplied to
the cartridge heaters. The load light will start flickering once it is closer to the desired
temperature as the controller uses pulse width modulation as the method to control the
power supplied to the heaters.
3.10 Temperature Profile Data Logging
In order to log the temperature profile data of the PMMA material, a data logger
was fitted into the lower platen. The thermocouple probe was fixed at the same location
on the other side of the platen and connected to a OM-CP-RHTTemp Omega @ data
logging device which records data at the frequency of 1 Hz.
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3.11 Initial Setup with "MIT"
During the testing phase of the micro embossing machine, sub millimeter scaled
tools were used to test the capabilities of the machine and to understand the forming
properties, as well as typical forming temperature and forces required to achieve
acceptable results.
Figure 3.26 Copper tool with the features represented in the letters "MIT"
The tool was made using 99.9% pure copper on a CNC milling machine (see
Figure 3.26). The thickness of each letter is about 750pjm. Numerous tests were
conducted to study the quality of the embossed parts formed at different temperatures.
When the experiments were conducted at 1200C, which is close to the glass transition
temperature of PMMA, frosting effects were seen on the embossed parts as shown in
figure. These frost marks were caused by stress fractures during the forming process as
the PMMA was not soft enough to conform into the shape of the die freely (see Figure
3.27).
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Figure 3.27 Crazing effect evident on the edges of the letters
Although the feature size of the tool is quite large the experiments were still
valuable nevertheless as conclusions were made that at temperatures above 130 0C, the
parts formed very well. Thus, nominal temperatures of 135 0C were used on all future
experiments. Although the tool doesn't have micron sized features, machining marks as
shown in figure were in the scale of microns (see Figure 3.28). Milling marks, and
sanding marks are all visible on the tool when examined under the microscope and thus
the parts were also inspected to observe how marks were replicated.
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Figure 3.28 Tooling marks on the Copper die
On observation under the microscope, the embossed parts have replicated the
tooling marks very closely. As shown in figure, the width of the embossed part is
750microns and scales divisions are in 100microns and the width of each of the turning
marks are in the realms are 20microns (see Figure 3.29). The details of the replication are
intricate and, on comparison with the matching tool using the microscope, conclusions
can be made that the embossed parts very closely replicated the tool patterns existing on
the Copper tool.
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Figure 3.29 Tooling patterns replicated well on the embossed PMMA part
3.12 Present setup with Silicon "MIT"
Once a better understanding of the optimal operating temperature was established,
new tools fabricated using etched silicon with micron sized features were needed. A
4inch silicon wafer disc full of micron size features was obtained from Professor Lallit
Anand's laboratory in MIT's School of Mechanical Engineering. The disc was cleaved to
produce approximately 15mm x 15mm pieces of etched silicon with numerous features
on them as shown in figure. One of the more prominent features is the sets of seven
"MIT" letters fabricated in different sizes (see Figure 3.30).
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Figure 3.30 Etched silicon cleaved into squares to be used as tools (left), some of
the features seen under the microscope (right)
New tool posts and matching work piece holders were also constructed to
accommodate the silicon tools as shown in figure 3.31. The thermocouple probes are
attached to the tool post to obtain the tool temperature as accurately as possible. One of
the most challenging problems was to fix the silicon tool on the copper post. Mechanical
fixtures might not work well as the brittle silicon tool might break if it was just fixtured
using certain points and thus adhesives which can be applied on the entire back surface of
the tool is the best option. The adhesives needs to be able to withstand temperatures in
excess of 150'C as the post will be subjected to those temperatures, not be too viscous as
the adhesive needs to be spread lightly so the tool will be flat against the post to prevent
tool fracture, be able to withstand difference in expansion/contraction between the tool
and the copper during heating and cooling.
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Figure 3.31 Silicon tool adhered to the tool post
3.13 Operation Instructions
In this section, the operational instructions of the embossing machine will be
outlined. The operation of the machines involves the manual control of three steps; the
platen set up, the temperature controller set up and the cooling system.
Instruction steps:
I. Material Preparation step
1. Remove the protective layer of plastic from the PMMA chip
2. Remove the work piece holder with an Allen key and place the PMMA on its
recess, being careful not to touch the surface of the chip
3. Replace the work piece holder on to the bottom platen and tighten the 4 bevel
edged screws.
4. After inspecting the tool for any cracks or dirt, mount the tool post on to the top
platen and tighten the 4 bevel edged screws.
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II. Machine Preparation step
1. Insert the thermocouple probes into their respective holes: thermocouple attached
to the top controller goes into the upper platen; likewise for the bottom
thermocouple and the thermocouple for the temperature logging device goes into
the bottom platen.
2. Start the temperature logging device
3. Switch on the main power switch for the TCU followed by the individual top and
bottom controller switches.
4. Set the desired temperatures on the controller.
5. While the platens are heating up, start the software for the Instron machine.
6. Lower the platens and set the lowering rate and the final stop points on the
software.
7. Tare the force and displacement readouts.
III. Thermo-embossing Process steps
1. Once the platens are at the temperature desired, start the Instron software for the
platens.
2. Once the platens come to a stop after reaching the desired end point, start the
timer while keeping platens still.
3. Convert force-displacement data into ASCII format and save it to disk.
IV. Cooling and Part Extraction steps
1. Once the timer goes off, shut off power to the heaters.
2. While ensuring the secondary valves for air supply is closed while the secondary
valve for the water supply is open, slowly open the primary valve for the water
supply.
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3. As the temperature of the platens drop, switch off the primary valve for water
supply when the temperature is within 10 degrees Celsius of the desired
temperature.
4. While shutting off the secondary water supply valve and opening the secondary
air supply valve, slowly open the primary air supply valve to purge any water in
the channels and gradually reducing the temperature to the desired value.
5. Once the desired temperature is attained, raise the upper platen gradually using
the controls on the Instron machine.
6. When the platen is cool enough, remove the 4 screws fixed to the material holder
and extract the embossed part.
3.14 Conclusions
In this chapter, the thought process behind the design and fabrication of the major
components of the embossing machines were detailed. Though theoretical calculations
were used for the design of most of the components, the final iterations were done
through trial and error as it is difficult to replicate on a model all the real issues which can
be present.
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CHAPTER
4
PROCESS CONTROL METHODS
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, general process control theories as well as the state of the art in
applying process control towards micro-embossing is discussed. In addition, the likely
sources of variations, as well as suitable control inputs are identified.
4.2 Toward Process Control: State of the Art
As a new process, the focus of research interests in micro embossing has been
primarily towards the understanding the basic physics and dynamics of the process.
Comparatively little effort has been spent characterizing the process on its manufacturing
variance, process quality assessment and process control. In this section, the state of the
art measures in these topics is discussed.
4.2.1 Process Characterization
Process characterization of micro embossing involves the basic understanding of
the relativity among process parameters and the output of interest. Process
characterization is essential to have a basic understanding of the process and to some
what control the process to get the desired results required.
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The work done by Kobayashi et. al. [32] is an example of a process
characterization study that involves the examination of material behavior above the glass
transition temperature (Tg). By studying the shear deformation characteristics of various
glassy polymers, PMMA included, they report a distinct change in viscosity at 1.05 Tg.
This transition point remained when the material was annealed though the change in
viscosity was lower in magnitude. This study was executed at low strains and strain rates
characteristic of embossing but too low for injection molding.
Heyderman et al. [33] researched the material flow of PMMA into the cavities of
the tool at different temperatures above the glass transition temperature in an embossing
setup. They studied the transitional flow of material into the cavities (20 microns deep) of
the etched silicon tool and the modes at which the glassy PMMA fills the cavity. The
material was determined to flow in at the edges first as the pressure gradients there are
the highest and eventually flow in the middle of the cavity. To theorize this material flow
in determining the time taken to fill the cavity completely, they used a simplified 2-D
squeeze flow model given by (4.1):
t f ( 2  ) (4.1)2p hf h,
where tf is the time taken to fill the cavity by the glassy polymer, 77, is the
viscosity of the polymer, p is the embossing pressure, his the initial height of the
polymer and hf is the final height of the polymer, where hf is also given by (4.2):
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h1 =h WD (4.2)S
Where W is the width of the cavity, D is the depth of the cavity and S is the
effective stamp width (see Figure 4.1). According to the model, if S and h are parameters
fixed by design requirements of the product, to reduce the process time, the parameters
one can control are the viscosity of the material and the applied pressure. Although
viscosity is a material property, it is related to the temperature of the material, a material
state property which is controllable.
Tool cavity
cross section
D
s W S
Figure 4.1 Schematic of the tool cavity cross-section for fill time model
In additional studies of how material flows into 3-D cavities, at the micron scale
Schift et al [34], observed patterns formed by the material flow into the cavity of the
form of pillars, circular line and "star" shaped features. These features were attributed to
the definite shape of the tools used for embossing and also to the effect of electrostatic
forces; though at present little is known on the full extent of these effects. More
pertinently, a high correlation between the fingering pattern and high forming rates was
determined which, is attributed to entrapped air and residual moisture between the tool
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cavity and forming polymer. Also de-molding without sufficient cooling of the polymer
was observed to cause viscous fingering.
4.2.2 Process Quality Assessment
While the research work described so far involves the empirical study of the
process, it will give little insight into the overall quality of the final product. In any
manufacturing environment, the overall goal is to control the final product quality Thus,
it is important to understand the issues and problems associated with the process with
respect to product quality.
Lin et al. [35] research on this topic deals with the comparison of the quality of the
devices manufactured in a commercial machine with devices fabricated in a laboratory
environment. In both scenarios, they were interested in forming 30-micron tall features
shaped like pyramids. PVC was used in the commercial process while PMMA was used
in the lab. Besides, the raw material used, the process times were also very different and
little attempt was undertaken to adjust the parameters to optimize the processes. While
the commercial process with a cycle time of 1 minute failed to replicate the tool closely,
the lab process with a cycle time of 2hours did so more successfully. It was also noticed
that the final device had rougher finish than the tool with the commercial process yielding
rougher devices than the lab process.
In addition, in Lin et al [36], the quality issue caused by shrinkages in the PMMA
devices is discussed. Though there is no empirical proof with data, conclusions were
drawn that use of holding pressure during the cooling phase of the process can reduce the
extent of shrinkage, similiar to the process of injection molding.
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4.2.3 Process Control
At high production volume, we are not only interested in individual device
quality, but also dimensional and property variances among the devices. Little or no
literature is present on the topic of embossing at a full production environment with the
requirements of time, quality, cost and flexibility.
Hardt et al. [12], details the process control hierarchy that can be applied in the
micro embossing process and acknowledges that the state of the art in this field has been
in the realms of basic process characterization and no work has been undertaken in the
formal study for process control strategies; be a simple SPC or more complex in-process
feedback control.
4.2.4 Process Variation
Although a lot of research effort so far in this project is focused on the
development of the embossing machine, the eventual goal is the study of process control.
Process control as mentioned in the earlier chapters is defined as the formal study of the
final product accuracy and variation in a flexible, mass production environment. The final
objective of manufacturing process control is to achieve: 1) Cost reduction, 2) Higher
Quality, 3) Faster production Rates and 4) Better Flexibility. The variation that occurs in
the final product occurs because of variations in the process parameters as shown in the
figure 4.2. The variations in process parameters can be caused by forced or natural in the
process.
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Figure 4.2 Chart of the causes of product variations
In acknowledging that the process variations are caused by variations in process
parameters, it is thus important to recognize and identify the process parameters and
determine which parameters can be used to control the operation and which parameters
are inherent to the design and operation of the machine.
4.3 Embossing Process Parameters
The variations in dimensional or physical properties in the final devices are
caused by variations in process parameters (see Equation 4.1). Process parameters are
descriptive constituents of the materials and equipment involved in the process such as:
equipment properties, equipment states, material properties and material states [37].
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Y = (D(a)
Where, a = (e,,e,,M,,,M,) and,
el,= Equipment properties
es= Equipment states
m1,P Material properties
Ill Material states
These parameters define the energy states of the equipment and materials as well
as the constitutive properties of the equipment and materials. The process parameters for
the embossing process are as shown in table 4.1. Generally, equipment properties are the
most certain and least variable parameters since they can be easily studied and monitored,
whereas material properties are the most variable and unknown parameters since it is
difficult to monitor or control material properties consistently during the process.
Table 4.1 Process Parameters of Micro Embossing
Process Parameters Embossing
Equipment State 0 Temperature of the tool
* Force exerted by the tool
" Position of the tool/displacement
Equipment Properties 0 Stiffness of platens / tools / chassis
" Perpendicularity of the tool to the raw
material
* Thermal properties of the platens
" Die dimensions and features
" Tool-PMMA release properties
Material State * Temperature of polymer
" Pressure / stress/ strain of polymer
Material Property * Glass transition point of polymer
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" Forming characteristics
" Viscosity
" Dimension/Thickness of raw material
" Shrinkage properties
The parameters which are the most deterministic, accessible, can be altered
quickly and are effective to the process dynamics and out make the best control inputs. In
the case of micro embossing, the temperature of the platens, the force exerted by the
platens, the displacement rates make good control inputs. Figure 4.3 shows the energy
diagram for the embossing process with its control inputs being temperature, rate,
embossing force, hold time, rate of cooling, and part extraction temperature. The outputs
of the process (Y) are in the form of the geometry and properties of the PMMA devices
being the physical dimensions of the embossed device and its optical properties. The
energy interaction is between the embossing machine (involving equipment properties
and states) and the PMMA chip (material properties and states).
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Figure 4.3 Energy interaction diagram for the embossing process
4.4 Some Sources of Variations in the Embossing Process
Variations in process parameters accounts for the output variations in the
embossing process. A majority of these variations stem from variations in equipment
states and material properties. Some of the sources for variations are as identified as
follows:
Equipment states
1. Temperature variation/distribution:
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Variations in the temperature of the platens and evenness of distribution affect the
material state of and thus it's forming properties. Good control over platen
temperature will thus prevent some source of variations.
2. Force variation/distribution:
Variations in the maximum force/ rate of force applied by the platens also affect
the forming properties of the material. This variation equipment state will cause
output variations.
3. Operator Variations:
There are numerous steps in the embossing process which requires operator
decisions like when to switch off the heaters and allow coolant to cool the platens.
If this act was done inconsistently due to operator induced variations, the output
will also vary.
Material Properties
1. Thickness of material:
The stock PMMA sheet is manufactured to have a nominal thickness value. This
thickness varies depending on location along the plane of the sheet. As such,
material thickness, a material property varies accounting to a major source of
variations in the process.
2. Material properties:
Other material properties like the material and optical density variations might be
present in the raw material.
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3. Polymer chain directions
The orientations of the polymer chains in the raw material can cause the forming
characteristics of PMMA to vary. As such, it is important to be consistent in
forming the entire device along the same polymer chain orientation.
4. Blank dimensions
The dimension of the blank is an important material property. A slight difference
in its dimensions will account for variations in the volume of polymer being
formed which can affect its flow characteristics. This aspect can be a vital source
of variations.
Approximate values of the errors are as shown in Table 4.2
Table 4.2 Table of Approximate Error
Classification Source of Error Approximate Error Notes
Equipment Temperature Approximately 1-2 The PI controller starts
states variation/distrib degrees Celsius powering the heaters with
ution pulse width modulated
current with a 1 degree
Celsius bandwidth.
Force variation Approximately 0.5 to The Instron machine is
1N error when load cell accurate up to %2 percent of
is kept below 400C reading scale.
Cooling rates Approximately at The cooling rate and its
-1.3 0C/sec with an error error range were gotten
of +/- 0.153"C/sec from empirical data and the
variations are due to
fluctuations in coolant
water temperatures
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4.5 Control Inputs for the Embossing Process
The control inputs for the embossing process, like any other process must be
chosen so that be quickly controlled and are readily accessible. These inputs also need to
be effective in causing a change in the output and need to be deterministic. The control
inputs should have close correlation to the output desired without having any
uncertainties between them and the desired output change. With these strict criteria,
parameters are chosen from the process to be control inputs. Generally, equipment states
make good control inputs as they satisfy the requirements wells (see Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 Viable Control Inputs
Control Inputs Notes
Temperature of platens The temperature of the platens is a deterministic
parameter as it directly controls the temperature
of the tool and the work material. The
temperature affects the material state of the
polymer and thus it's forming properties
(viscosity, flow characteristics). The control
over the temperature is also very accessible and
can be done quickly. Thus, this input is
effective and makes a good control input.
Rate of displacement of The rate of displacement of the platen affects t
platens the force-displacement characteristic of the
polymer being embossed. The visco-elastic
polymer exhibits different viscosity levels at
different rate of compression and thus the
material flow rate is also variable. This control
input is deterministic, accessible, effective and
can be controlled quickly making it a viable
one.
Maximum embossing The maximum embossing force is directly
force linked to the maximum embossing depth as
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Hold time
they are related via the force-displacement
relationship which is a deterministic
relationship. This control input is a better one
than the maximum displacement per se as
material thickness variations will cause
variations in effect if a fixed maximum
displacement was used as a control input.
Whereas the maximum force is a control input
which unaffected by the variations in raw
material thickness.
The hold time is highly deterministic and it
effectively affects the extent of the material
flow into the cavities of the tools. As discussed
previously, embossing is a time limited process
and the hold time is an effective control input.
Rate of cooling The rate at which the part and die are cooled
together will affect the part's shrinkage which
can cause dimensional variations if not
controlled robustly. The rate of cooling can be
controlled by the control of the coolant's
temperature and its flow rate into the platens.
This is a fast, accessible, effective and
deterministic equipment state.
Die-Part separation The temperature at which the tool is separated
temperature from the part is an important parameter which
can be easily controlled. The tool allows the
part to be conformed geometrically to the shape
of its cavities while the polymer is still pliable.
The separation temperature affects the final
form which the device takes and this accessible
parameter makes a good control input.
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4.6 Conclusions
The approach in the characterizing the micro embossing process, study of its
parameters, sources of variations and ways to apply measures of process control is similar
to how one would tackle process control issues on a macro-scaled manufacturing method.
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CHAPTER
5
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
5.1 Experimental Objectives
The objective of the experiments described in this chapter is to study the
dimensional variations in micro embossed parts. By measuring multiple parts produced
with a fixed set of control inputs, the basic or inherent variation of the process can be
measured. It is also hoped that other potentials sources of variations will emerge from
these test. For example, this data will also allow one to look for any trends in the
variations, and to determine if the variations follow any kind of notable distributions.
5.2 Experimental Methods
An etched silicon tool with micron-sized features (described in 5.2.1) is used to
hot emboss a set of parts with fixed control inputs. The experiments were performed on
25mm x 25mm by 1mm thick PMMA blanks. Numerous classification experiments were
conducted before the start of the formal experimental study to determine nominal
operating parameters to get a successfully embossed part. Once a better understanding of
these parameters was obtained through these pre-experimental trials, proper experiments
were conducted using fixed input control values and the parts were measured for
dimensional variations.
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To examine the extent of dimensional variations with a fixed set of control inputs,
10 replicates were conducted. For these experiments, the maximum embossing force, tool
displacement rate, platen temperatures, hold time, cooling rates and the part extraction
temperatures were all held constant. Similarly, during the measurement phase of the
project, much care was devoted in ensuring that the features were measured at consistent
locations throughout the entire run of parts. This will give an opportunity to study any
natural variations in the process. In this chapter, the experimental setup is discussed,
together with the operating conditions and control input values for the set of experiments.
5.2.1 Tool Features
Figure 5.1 "MIT" features on the silicon tool
The silicon tool used for the experiments has 3 different groups of features etched
to an average uniform depth of 0.9 microns. The first group of features is the letters
"MIT" and "TIM" etched symmetrically at different scales. The features "MIT" and
"TIM" will be referred to as the left and right "MIT" features respectively from now
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onwards. The letters are etched at seven different scales with each scale being
approximately double the size of its directly smaller scaled feature. The smallest letter is
3.5 microns wide (width of a vertical portion of a letter "I"). These features create raised
letters on the PMMA part once embossed. For the purpose of reference in this thesis, the
biggest scale is named as "Scale 1" and the smallest scale as "Scale 7" (see Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.2 Embossed "plateau" features on PMMA
The second group of features is a set of trenches of various widths but of the same
length and depth. These trenches are all about 0.9 microns deep and create plateau-like
raised features on the PMMA part when embossed (see Figure 5.2). The third group of
features is a set of squares. These squares are present at different scales and similarly
create raised features on the PMMA part.
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Figure 5.3 Square-shaped features on the embossed PMMA
The tool used for the experiments produces a number of features which could be
studied, but to restrict the scope of this project, only the group of features with the "MIT"
letters was chosen for study as this group of features had the most variety of features with
different aspect ratios and intricate shapes, adding more feature variety. Every embossed
part has two sets of seven "MIT" letters embossed on it.
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Figure 5.4 Zygo Optical Profilometer [38]
The parts were measured using a Zygo model 5000 series optical profilometer
(see Figure 5.4). This device has a vertical measurement resolution of 0.1nm. The Zygo is
based on scanning white-light interferometry, a traditional technique in which a pattern of
bright and dark lines (fringes) result from an optical path difference between a reference
and a sample beam. Incoming light is split inside an interferometer, one beam going to an
internal reference surface and the other to your sample. After reflection, the beams
recombine inside the interferometer, undergoing constructive and destructive interference
and producing the light and dark fringe pattern [38].
Once the parts are measured, the measurement data is stored in a coded matrix of
numbers representing the surface location of individual points of the part metrology. This
data is then used by the software provided by Zygo in determining the part feature
geometries. The measurement software provides a 3-D metrology of the feature and
measurements can be made by specifying a line across a feature as shown in Figure 5.5.
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The optical profilometer posed some problems in measuring the smaller "MIT" features
since the transparent PMMA, makes focusing the interference fringe patterns difficult. As
a result, the smallest two sets of "MIT" features (Scale 6&7) posed some difficulties
while taking measurements and therefore, were not used for the analysis.
Figure 5.5 Typical measurement windows from Zygo's software
From each set of "MIT" or "TIM" letters, five features were chosen to be
measured. These five features are as illustrated in Figure 5.5. The features were chosen to
represent different feature lengths and aspect ratio. The locations of the features were also
selected at locations that could be consistently measured for all parts. The description of
the features is as follows:
1. The width of the left (right) most leg on the letter "M" in "MIT" ("TIM") just at
the same line as the tip of the downward apex of the middle of the letter.
2. The width of the exact middle of the letter "M" from the tip of the "V" to the
other.
3. The length of the letter "I" from the middle of the letter
4. The width of the letter "T" exactly at the intersection as shown in Figure 5.6
5. The width of the letter "T" at the top portion, in the middle of the feature.
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Figure 5.6 Five features used for sample measurements
The silicon tool was produced using Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) [39]. This
method leaves sidewalls with a distinct draft angle and such, the respective top and
bottom feature dimensions of the tool, as well as the embossed parts, are different. The
schematic of what these dimensions represent are as shown in Figure 5.7 for the tool and
Figure 5.8 for the embossed sample.
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Figure 5.8 Schematic representing dimensions for a part feature
There are five different scales of the "MIT" lettered features and each scale has
two symmetrical sets of letters. Therefore, there are ten "MIT" lettered sets in each part
produced. In each set of letters, there are five features of interest. Thus, in total, there are
fifty sets of measurements which need to be taken for each part. Each set of measurement
comprises of three individual measurements; the top, the bottom and the height of the
protrusion. The measurements for the tool are as shown in Table 5.1. From the table, one
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can notice that the variations in the depth of the tool is minimal throughout all the
features and the dimensions of the features on the left of the tool and the right are also
slightly different.
Table 5.1 Table of tool feature (measured by Zygo)
Left
1st Dimension top Dimension
MIT (microns) bottom Height
1.000 170.270 150.000 0.900
2.000 230.368 217.230 0.900
3.000 643.000 630.000 0.900
4.000 170.303 156.000 0.900
5.000 487.771 471.000 0.900
2nd Dimension
MIT Dimension top bottom Height
1.000 89.204 76.607 0.873
2.000 121.867 108.500 0.861
3.000 322.850 314.005 0.879
4.000 89.388 78.061 0.870
5.000 246.670 233.330 0.873
3rd Dimension
MIT Dimension top bottom Height
1.000 44.971 38.362 0.878
2.000 61.765 55.235 0.873
3.000 162.794 158.382 0.900
4.000 43.966 38.218 0.887
5.000 123.973 118.151 0.873
4th Dimension
MIT Dimension top bottom Height
1.000 24.200 19.727 0.887
2.000 33.058 26.997 0.900
3.000 83.275 79.064 0.873
4.000 24.068 19.700 0.900
5.000 63.300 59.454 0.900
5th Dimension
MIT Dimension top bottom Height
1.000 13.686 9.746 0.900
2.000 17.185 13.372 0.870
3.000 43.101 38.710 0.870
4.000 13.390 9.195 0.870
5.000 32.469 28.354 0.900
Right
1st Dimension Dimension
MIT top bottom Height
1.000 170.670 152.100 0.900
2.000 229.000 217.690 0.900
3.000 645.000 628.000 0.900
4.000 170.000 156.000 0.900
5.000 487.000 473.000 0.900
2nd Dimension Dimension
MIT top bottom Height
1.000 86.849 77.631 0.890
2.000 115.901 110.247 0.900
3.000 323.209 314.600 0.900
4.000 89.697 78.142 0.890
5.000 240.885 235.677 0.900
3rd Dimension Dimension
MIT top bottom Height
1.000 43.822 39.512 0.897
2.000 57.600 50.500 0.900
3.000 162.985 157.611 0.900
4.000 46.040 38.295 0.887
5.000 124.721 117.979 0.900
4th Dimension Dimension
MIT top bottom Height
1.000 23.298 19.627 0.900
2.000 32.351 26.614 0.900
3.000 82.470 78.030 0.900
4.000 22.773 19.587 0.900
5.000 62.614 59.139 0.900
5th Dimension Dimension
MIT top bottom Height
1.000 13.051 9.500 0.900
2.000 17.500 13.297 0.900
3.000 43.096 39.197 0.900
4.000 14.010 9.455 0.900
5.000 32.696 29.490 0.900
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5.2.2 Control Inputs
The control inputs for the experiments were kept constant throughout the 12 sets
of process runs. These control inputs were initially determined one at a time via trial and
error method. A single control input was changed over a range of values and the part
quality was visually studied under a microscope. The combination of suitable values for
each input was then determined.
The maximum platen temperatures for both top and bottom platens were kept at
135C for all the experiments which is 30 0C above the glass transition temperature of
PMMA. When lower platen temperatures of about 120C were used during the trials,
white frosty marks were seen on the PMMA parts. These marks were caused because the
material was not soft enough for the embossing process. The tool is given two
displacement rates: a fast rate as it approaches the PMMA, and a slower rate after 1ON of
force is detected. A typical displacement history is shown in Figure 5.9. The
displacement rate before contact was kept at 2mm/min and the forming rate was reduced
to 0.075mm/min. The maximum embossing force was kept at 90N and once this force is
reached, the tool position is kept constant for 240 seconds. After that, the platens are
cooled at a rate of -1.3 0C/sec until the temperature of the bottom platen is 600C. At this
point, the part is removed from the platen. The hold time of 240 seconds was also
determined through pre-experimental trials. Hold time of less than 120 seconds yields
parts with features not embossed fully and hold time of 240 seconds was found to be
sufficient for this experimental setup. The operating control inputs for the experiments
are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Summary of Operating Control Inputs for Experiments
Control Inputs Values
Maximum Temperature (Top platen) 135 0C
Maximum Temperature (Bottom
platen) 135 0C
Before Contact Rate 2mm/min
Contact Trigger force 1ON
After Contact Rate 0.075mm/min
Maximum Force 90N
Hold Time 240Sec
Cooling Rate -1.3 0C/sec
De-mold Temp 600C
Tool
Displacement
(microns)
Contact with
PMMA
After Contact
Rate
75microns/min
Before
Contact
Rate
2mm/min
Time (sec)
Figure 5.9 Typical tool displacement rate profile
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Figure 5.10 Temperature and Force control plot for a typical embossing process
The experiment begins with the platens and PMMA at ambient temperature. Both
must reach the desired 135 0C temperature level before the experiment is started. The
platens are then activated and force is applied between the tool and the work piece. Once
the desired maximum force is attained, it is maintained constant for the holding time. The
platens are then cooled to the desired part-extraction temperature. At this temperature the
platens are separated, and therefore the force is removed. Figure 5.10 represents this
procedure.
5.2.3 Data Nomenclature
Owing to the sheer number of measurement data, a nomenclature was established
to identify data to a particular feature of a particular sample. There are five entries in the
nomenclature system as shown in Table 5.3. For example, 7.R.1.3.T refers run 7, right
feature, scale number 1 (largest), feature number 3, top surface of the feature.
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Table 5.3 Nomenclature for data sets
Run Number Sub Region Scale Feature Location
I to 12 Left or l to 5 1 to 5 Top or
Right Bottom
F-Stands for usage of F-Full
the full set of data
from I to 12.
T-Refers to the Tool
5.3 Measurement error registrations
Measurement error of the profilometer was determined with a series of repeated
measurements of the same part features. However, between each measurement the part
was moved on re-registered on the profilometer. Measurement data from three part
features were chosen to estimate this error (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.4 Data from registration measurements
1st Dimension Die-Part
MIT (Top) Die (Top) difference (top)
1 150.270 152.100 1.830
2 150.379 152.100 1.721
3 150.143 152.100 1.956
4 149.570 152.100 2.530
5 150.418 152.100 1.682
6 149.738 152.100 2.362
Mean Error 2.014
Std Dev of
Error 0.352
2nd Dimension Die-Part
MIT (Top) Die (Top) difference (top)
1 73.367 75.400 2.033
2 73.367 75.400 2.033
3 73.699 75.400 1.701
4 73.200 75.400 2.200
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Std Dev of
Error 1 0.209
Mean Error 1.992
3rd Dimension Die-Part
MIT (Top) Die (Top) difference (top)
1 37.946 38.500 0.554
2 38.086 38.500 0.414
3 37.313 38.500 1.187
4 38.020 38.500 0.480
From this table we can see that the
to 0.357 microns.
standard deviation ranged from 0.209 microns
5.4 Conclusions
The experiments ran well except for instances for the adhesive on the back of the
tool deteriorated and the tool came loose. This required adhering of the tool back to the
tool post. These results from these sets of experiments are presented in the next chapter.
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Std Dev of
Error 0.357
Mean Error 0.659
CHAPTER
6
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
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6.1 Introduction
Data is obtained from the 12 sets of runs. Though potentially, the 12 sets
produced 120 "MIT" features for analysis, the transparency of the parts restricted the
profilometer from measuring some of the parts accurately and these data were not
included in the analysis. Although all usable data was analyzed, in this section only
control charts that typify the results are included. In addition, analysis of the mean and
standard deviations across similar sets and observable trends are discussed.
6.2 Tool Force-displacement relationship
The tool force-displacement relationship gives information about the state of the
material stress-strain characteristics and this information can be used for the control of
the process. For example, any variations in the force-displacement relationship will also
affect the product output as it reflects variations in material states and properties, such as
material thickness and viscosity.
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A typical force-displacement relationship of all the experiments looks as shown in
Figure 6.1. Since the tool is initially in contact with the glassy polymer little force is
required to displace the tool further into the PMMA. The polymer spreads to the cavities
of the tool and fills up the space till it is entirely compressed. At this stage, the force-
displace gradient increases steeply as shown in the plot. The "elbow" on the plot is where
the polymer has filled most of the cavities in the tool and is about to be further
compressed.
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Figure 6.1 typical Force-Tool displacement relationships
A typical force-displacement relationship of all the experiments looks as shown in
Figure 6.1. Since the tool is initially in contact with the glassy polymer little force is
required to displace the tool further into the PMMA. The polymer spreads to the cavities
of the tool and fills up the space till it is entirely compressed. At this stage, the force-
displace gradient increases steeply as shown in the plot. The "elbow" on the plot is where
the polymer has filled most of the cavities in the tool and is about to be further
compressed.
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displacement characteristics of PMMA also changes, owing to the visco-elastic
characteristic at this temperature {S Zankovychl [40]}. Thus the force-displacement
relationship of PMMA is not unique for all displacement rates and temperatures, but
depends on the tool displacement rate, and the temperature of PMMA.
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Figure 6.3 Force-Displacement relationships for numerous parts
The force-displacement plots for numerous runs are plotted as shown in Figure
6.3 (Individual plots are in Appendix B). Since the initial start position of the tool varies,
the plots are centered differently. More importantly, are the shape of the plots which
signifies the force-displacement relationship of the embossing processes. One can see that
the shape of the plots vary from each run. For example, Run 2 and Run 5 have different
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"elbow" shapes. The linear portions of the plots also have different slopes. These
variations reflect variations in material state and properties. For example, variations in the
bulk temperature of the polymer between runs can cause different force-displacement
characteristics. Other less predominant factors include variations in total volume of the
blank PMMA chip. Less PMMA material will result in a steeper "elbow" and more
material will result in a gentler "elbow". This is because the material is more visco-elastic
if there are more polymer material and thus the force-displacement plot is less steep.
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Figure 6.4 Characteristics of F-D plots
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To quantify these variations, two aspects of each plot were studied. The tool
displacement once a force of iON is triggered to the where the point where plot gets
linear (Td,ION-L) and the slope of the linear portion of the plot were studied as shown in
Figure 6.4. The values for these two quantities were determined for all 10 runs are as
reported in Table 6.1. Figure 6.5 shows a schematic of the compression dynamics of the
polymer in the work piece holder representing at different regions of the force
displacement plot. The value of tool displacement required to reach the linear portion of
the plot from 1ON symbolizes the depth at which the tool is required to be displaced to
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compress the glassy polymer to fully fill the cavities of the tool. As the tool is embossed
into the polymer, the pressure created causes the glassy polymer to fill any unconstrained
space in the tool cavities and the work piece holder. As such, there is vertical material
flow into the tool cavities as well as horizontal material flow into the cavities of the work
piece holder. The tool displacement varies from 23.39 (run 9) to 81.76(run 10). Any
variations in the linear portion of the plot signify variations in the force-displacement
characteristics of the polymer under compressive load. These variations can be due to
variations in the temperature of the polymer. The slope of the linear portion varies from
1142N/mm (run 8) to 1867N/mm (run 7).
Table 6.1 Comparison of Force Displace plot characteristics
Tool displacement from Slope of Linear portion
ION Linear (microns) from 90N (N/mm)
1 64 1369
2 75 1197
3 71 1212
4 32 1453
5 33 1295
6 29 1384
7 37 1867
8 43 1142
9 23 1432
10 81 1558
Average 49 1391
Std Dev. 21.7 211
The value of the standard deviation of the slopes of the linear portion is about
15% of the mean of the slopes of the linear portion while it is 45% for the tool
displacement. Visual comparison of the run chart data with runs which have extreme
slope values, shows no apparent correlation though a more substantial study will be
required to prove this.
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6.3 Temperature profile of the platen
The data of the temperature profile from the bottom platen of the embossing
machine was recorded in all the experiments. The typical temperature profile is as shown
in Figure 6.6. Since the heaters are capable of heating the platens to over 2700 C, the
profile is almost linear to about 125C. Once reaching this temperature, the controller
modulates power supply to the heaters bringing the temperature of the platens to 135 0C.
The platen is held at this temperature for the rest of the process until they are cooled to
the part-extraction temperature.
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Figure 6.6 Temperature profile of the bottom platen
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6.4 Control Charts
Control charts are one of the primary techniques of Statistical Process Control or
SPC [41]. This chart plots the measurements taken from a process versus time. A process
that is in control is stationary with dimensional variations which are random. The chart
has a Center Line (CL) that is the grand mean of all the data. The upper (UCL) and lower
control limits (LCL) are the +3T and -3(y levels above and below the Center line
respectively. To create a run chart, a process is initially assumed to be in control and the
data from the process is used to create the Center Lines, Upper and Lower control limits.
The control chart is a very useful tool in monitoring any manufacturing process;
when unusual sources of variations are present, it could be determined from the plot.
Therefore, by studying the control plots for the embossing process, one can determine if
the process is in statistical control or if there are any sorts of trends or other determinate
behavior visible.
In all cases, control charts were plotted with the measurements obtained from
similar part features from different runs. The data is recorded as the difference between a
particular feature in the die and the respective feature replicated in the part.
The process is out of statistical control if any one of the criteria below is breached
[41]:
1. Extreme points, outside +/- 3 sigma control limits
2. Improbable points:
0 2 out of 3 consecutive points beyond 2 sigma control limits
* 4 out of 5 consecutive points beyond 1 sigma control limits
* All points inside +/-1 Sigma
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3. 8 or more consecutive points consistently below or above mean
4. Linear trends: 6 or more in one direction
5. Bi-modal: 8 successive points outside 1 sigma control limits
The control charts were done for runs that correspond to all of the particular
similar features, scales and locations. The upper control limit corresponds to the value of
the sample mean with an addition of three standard deviations and likewise, the lower
control limit corresponds to the value of the sample mean subtracted from the value of
three standard deviations. The sample mean and sample standard deviation was
calculated as follows [41]:
z xi
x = i=1 (6.1)
n
Y (Xi -~xV
S = n =1) (6.2)(n -i)
Where x the sample mean and S is is the sample standard deviation.
The optical profilometer used to measure the parts from the experiment gives a
more accurate reading for the top measurement than the bottom one. This is because of
the missing data points at the drafted walls which at times give misleading readings of the
width of the bottom of the features. As such, only the top measurements were used for the
construction of the control charts. In addition, even the top measurements which were not
very clearly defined because of missing data points were not used.
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The choice of the points chosen to calculate the overall mean and standard
deviation is an important factor for the control charts. Using the experimental data if the
process is assumed to be stationary and if all the points were used in the calculation of the
Center line and the Control Limits, all of 50 run charts seems to be "in-control".
However, in some control charts there are clearly some points which don't appear to be
stationary and thus these points are required to be excluded in the calculation of the
Center lines and Control Limits.
6- +2 Sigma
5 -
-
0- 2-2 Sigma
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Run Number
Figure 6.7 Control Chart for FL11T (all runs, Left, Largest "MIT", first feature,
top measurement)
When strictly going by the conditions mentioned earlier for a process to be in
statistical control, out of the 50 control charts created, all 50 of them satisfy the
conditions. A majority (42/50) of the control charts for other data sets are similar to the
one in Figure 6.7 and are present in the Appendix of this thesis. This particular chart is
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from the data set, FL11 T. As evident from this chart, the process is stationary and is in
statistical control. The data points are evenly distributed on either sides of the control
limit and the variance is consistent throughout the entire run of points.
However, on closer inspection of the entire set of control charts (attached in the
appendix), it appears that some of the control charts show some interesting behavior,
which will be discussed in the later sections.
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Figure 6.8 Normalized distribution plot for FL11T
Using the data from FLI IT, not only is the process in statistical control, the
normalized distribution plot also shows that the process seems to follows the normal
distribution (see Figure 6.8).
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As mentioned above, some of the control charts show interesting behavior. Two
of such examples are as shown in Figure 6.9 and 6.10. These charts show some
distinctive trends. As the run increases, the variations decrease progressively with a slight
shift in mean. This shift did not trigger any violations of the out-of-control signals for the
control charts as the initial large variations present in the data has made the bounds for
the UCL and LCL wide enough for the process to appear to be in control.
........ -- -  ...... UCL
6
...2.-.-.- ------- - -.. .. ..- - - ----- ------ ---- C-- -- -
0
2 -
LCL
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Run Number
Figure 6.9 Control Chart for FL33T
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Figure 6.10 Control Chart for FL32T
The reduction in the variance could be attributed to better control of input
parameters on the part of the experimenter. However, the slight shift seen in the means
values and other trends as observed in Figure 6.11 and 6.12 call for a different rationale.
During the running of the experiment, there were instances where the epoxy used
to adhere the tool to the tool-post deteriorated and the tool came off. The tool was
adhered back to the tool post but it was difficult to remove the entire residue left behind
from the prior use of the epoxy. This may have resulted in the tool having a slight angle
of tilt. In addition, the tool post, once removed can be mounted back to the platens in 2
different orientations as it is symmetrically designed. The tool post was designed and
manufactured symmetrically but fabrication imperfections, might cause a disturbance
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added to the process if the tool post was mounted differently from the previous runs. In
addition, the tool can be also adhered back to the tool post in 2 different orientations for
the same set of reasons. The tool came off the tool post on two occasions after an average
of 3 runs each. These unintentional disturbances are likely to be one of the major reasons
for the observed trends in some of the run charts.
3.0-
--------------..................-- .......... UCL
2.5-
C 2.0-0
1.5-
1- --- -- -- ---- ---- - - - ---- ---- - C L0.0
-0. --- ---------------- LCL
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Run Number
Figure 6.11 Control Chart for FL31T
In Figure 6.11, it is visible from the control chart that points 8,9, and 11 are
exhibiting a slight shift in mean from points 5, 6, and 7. However, both these sets of
points have similar variance. Points 1, 2, 3, and 4 show a bigger variance. These three
different sets of point represent quite accurately the three different sets of runs conducted
with the tool adhered back to the tool post on two instances when it came off.
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Similarly, in Figure 6.12, points 1, 2, and 3, points 4, 5, and 6, points 7, 8, and 9
seem to show similar trends within groups. However, such a statement cannot to be stated
concretely as a set of three points is hardly enough for one to accurately study the
behavior of the manufacturing process.
0.8- Upper Control Limit
0.6-
wrControl Limit
0.2
0)0
0 2 4 6 8 10
Run Number
Figure 6.12 Control Chart for FL34T
About 8 of the run charts out of 50 visually show distinctive trends and about
another 4 more show inconclusive trends which probably require more data points to
make a substantial judgment. A simple study was conducted to observe if there is any
correlation between the frequency of occurrence of run charts with trend-like behaviors
and the locations of the features in the part sample. The result of this study is present in
Figure 6.12. The dark star represents the distinctive occurrence of a trend in a run chart in
the respective feature location. A lighter star represents an inconclusive occurrence of a
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trend in a run chart in
substantial judgment.
the respective feature location that requires more data to make a
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT T
TIM
TIM
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Figure 6.13
Stands for borderline case of trend-like behavior
* Stands for definitive case of trend-like behavior
Frequency of occurrence of trend-like behavior at different feature
location of part
From Figure 6.13, it is evident that a majority of run charts with trends occur from
features from the left side of the tool and particularly from the 3 scale. In addition, the
concentration of this occurrence is on the smaller scales of the left side of the part. It can
be postulated that whatever disturbance which caused this result affects this region of the
part more than anywhere else.
6.5 Analysis of Data
Assuming a state of statistical control, it is useful to study the mean and standard
deviations of the of the die-part difference in dimensions (see Table 6.2) as it gives a
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*
*
good idea of the extent of variation and if there are any similarities in the mean and
standard deviations of the die-part difference between the left and right sides. Figure 6.14
will assist the reader to re-orientate oneself on the nomenclature and its representative
locations on the part.
Rujr L Fi ITB
F _ iTB L
I L aI T'B
k' .L . I' '
MIT
MIT
MIT
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Ru nA.FFulT,3
RuiR 4Fu,1T,9
RLFuR TB
Figure 6.14 Nomenclature for part features on embossed part
Table 6.2 Summary of mean and standard deviation values for the top
measurement data sets
Standard Standard
Mean Deviations of Mean Deviations
Die-Part Die-Part Die-Part of Die-Part
Set Difference Difference Set Difference Difference
Number (microns) (microns) Number (microns (microns)
F.L.1.1.T 2.542 1.530 F.R.1.1.T 2.500 1.897
F.L.2.1.T 2.333 0.950 F.R.2.1.T 2.702 1.168
F.L.3.1.T 1.082 0.524 F.R.3.1.T 1.242 0.491
F.L.4.1.T 0.908 0.222 F.R.4.1.T 0.794 0.206
F.L.5.1.T 0.523 0.333 F.R.5.1.T 0.560 0.031
F.L.1.2.T 6.103 3.354 F.R.1.2.T 6.621 3.996
F.L.2.2.T 6.697 1.931 F.R.2.2.T 4.915 2.459
F.L.3.2.T 3.446 1.646 F.R.3.2.T 3.387 1.715
F.L.4.2.T 0.891 0.436 F.R.4.2.T 1.929 0.984
F.L.5.2.T 1.091 0.523 F.R.5.2.T 0.917 0.350
F.L.1.3.T 4.763 2.820 F.R.1.3.T 5.810 2.952
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F.L.3.3.T 1.985 1.756 F.R.3.3.T 2.576 2.177
F.L.4.3.T 0.460 0.692 F.R.4.3.T 1.464 0.435
F.L.5.3.T 1.367 1.146 F.R.5.3.T 0.827 0.806
F.L.1.4.T 3.447 1.901 F.R.1.4.T 4.075 2.098
F.L.2.4.T 4.618 0.144 F.R.2.4.T 3.236 0.996
F.L.3.4.T 0.324 0.137 F.R.3.4.T 0.514 0.327
F.L.4.4.T 0.560 0.358 F.R.4.4.T 0.954 0.403
F.L.5.4.T 0.296 0.256 F.R.5.4.T 0.088 0.073
F.L.1.5.T 9.167 3.951 F.R.1.5.T 3.809 1.635
F.L.2.5.T 3.701 0.348 F.R.2.5.T 1.863 1.328
F.L.3.5.T 0.935 0.640 F.R.3.5.T 1.296 0.929
F.L.4.5.T 1.119 0.334 F.R.4.5.T 1.487 0.415
F.L.5.5.T 0.436 0.184 F.R.5.5.T 0.303 0.107
From Table 6.2, it is evident that a trend exists in the mean and standard deviation
values across different scales. To further analyze this trend, the data is plotted as shown
in the following section. The trends in the mean die-part difference across different scales
for similar features are more readily observable from graphical plots as shown in Figures
6.16, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19. As shown in these plots, the smaller the feature, the lower the
mean die-part error. Figure 6.15 will help reader review the feature number.
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1.864 F.R.2.3.T 1.182F.L.2.3.T 3.689 3.207
Figure 6.15 Feature number schematics
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Figure 6.16 Mean Die-Part difference for all data sets on the Left region
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Figure 6.17 Mean Die-Part difference for all data sets on the Right region
This behavior is consistent for both the left and right regions of the part. Upon
examination of the standard deviation plots across different scales for the similar features,
similar trends are evident. The standard deviation of the die-part difference decreases
with decreasing size of the feature scale. Thus, the standard deviation of the die-part
difference is positively correlated to the size of a feature.
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Figure 6.18 Standard deviations in Die-Part difference for all data sets on the Left
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6.6 Test of Equality of Variance
To understand if the scale of the feature is indeed an important factor in the
resultant variations in standard deviation of the die-part difference, analysis of the
variance was done with the data. HO, the null hypothesis for this analysis, is that there is
no difference in the variance amongst the data as the scale of the feature varies. HI, the
alternative hypothesis is that there is a relationship between the variance as the scale of
the feature varies. The analysis for a typical data (FRF2T, see Table 6.3) set is as follows:
Table 6.3 Data set for Variance analysis of FRF2T
sum of
Scale Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4 Exp 5 Exp 6 Exp 7 Exp 8 sum squares
1.00 1.56 10.06 8.63 6.20 13.79 3.97 3.47 5.29 52.97 462.47
2.00 6.50 4.40 10.45 2.05 4.18 3.80 3.70 5.75 40.82 253.61
3.00 2.84 7.44 2.51 3.14 4.25 3.05 2.45 4.61 30.27 134.04
4.00 1.60 2.43 4.06 2.33 2.27 0.69 2.10 15.47 40.37
5.00 1.15 0.39 0.80 0.81 0.87 0.60 1.31 1.40 7.33 7.58
Groups Count Average Variance
Row 1 8 6.62 15.968
Row 2 8 5.10 6.470
Row 3 8 3.78 2.787
Row 4 7 2.21 1.030
Row 5 8 0.92 0.121
Thus using a confidence interval of 95%, a = 0.05
Source of Variation SS df F F crit
Between Groups 161.424931 4 7.47 2.65
Within Groups 183.6143357 34
Total 345.0392667 38
HO0 :1 = 02 = o-3 = o4 = a5 (the variance within the 5 scales is equal)
H: -. # 0 (At least for one i)
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F = 7.47
Fo05,4, = 2.65
Since F > F.0 5 4 35 , Ho
Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected. From the test of the hypothesis, there is
indeed a correlation between the feature size the variance of the die-part difference.
6.7 Conclusions
From the data, obtained the process can be assumed to be in control. There are
some trends in the control charts which can be attributed to unintentional disturbance
caused during the experiments. There is also a strong correlation observable between
feature scale and, mean and standard deviation of the die-part difference. In the next
chapter, more detailed conclusions and some opportunities and improvements for future
research will be outlined.
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CHAPTER
7
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK GUIDELINES
7.1 Statistical Control
The experiment resulted in 50 sets of data consisting of 12 runs. These data
produce 50 control charts. Only the top measurements were used as the bottom
measurements have significant error contributed by measurement variations. By using
both the rules for control charts and by pure observation it was determined that about
42/50 control charts show distinctive traits of a process that is stationary and in control.
Although the remaining 8/50 control charts satisfy the control chart rules, some
distinct trends were observable. These trends were postulated to be produced by
unintentional yet significant disturbances caused to the experiment by the removal and re-
adhering of the embossing tool. Other sources of significant errors are discussed in the
later section.
7.2 Observable Trends
There were some distinct observable trends in the experiments conducted. The
first observable trend is the location and frequency of the occurrence of the 8 distinctive
run charts mentioned above. An additional 4 run charts were also observed to have
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marginally trend-like characteristic though it seems more data points are required to make
a more sound judgment. Out of these 12 run charts, 9 of them are from the left side of the
part. Out of this 9, 5 of them are from the 3rd feature scale. This trend leads to a
conclusion that the disturbance responsible for this behavior affects the left side of the
part more than the right and the 3rd feature scale is the most affected.
The second observable trend is the strong correlation between feature scale size
and the mean of the die-part difference. As the feature size increases, the mean difference
between the die and part measurement increases. This may be because bigger features
involve a larger volume of polymer material to form the shape and as the material shrinks
after being embossing and cooled, the reduction in relative dimension is greater. Thus,
process engineers manufacturing parts via micro-embossing might want to account for
the fact that the shrinkages for bigger features are bigger than for smaller features.
7.3 Unintentional Disturbances and Improvement Strategies
The objective was to conduct the experiments under fixed control inputs.
However, these were pilot experiments and some unintended variations such as the
dislodging of tool and re-adhering were inevitable. This particular problem can be solved
with the tool was made thicker and structurally stronger to be mounted on the tool post
using both adhesive and perimeter clamping.
The absolute temperature of PMMA was also not accurately known during the
experiments and only the temperature of the platen close to the PMMA was known. If the
PMMA surface was not in full contact of the platen, the PMMA's temperature might be
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accurately known or controlled and such improvement is required in future experiments
to accurately determine this temperature.
7.3.1 Tool Orientation Variations
The tool adhesion life was rather limited during the experiments. Although, the
polymer epoxy used to adhere the tool to the tool post is rated for temperatures much
higher than 130 0C, difference in thermo-mechanical properties between the silicon tool
and the copper tool post caused the adhesive to fail. Copper having greater expansive
coefficients than silicon, expands more readily than silicon. The rigid bonding provided
by the epoxy fails under the strain created by this difference in expansion. Thus, while
mounting the tool back on the tool post, variations in tool orientation can be a major
disturbance to the process.
To solve this problem in the future, a thicker piece of silicon tool can be used so
there is more surface area for bonding and secondly a mechanical mounting device can be
installed. A thicker silicon tool will make the tool less brittle and thus perimeter framing
of tool can be used as an alternative method of mounting the tool to the tool post.
7.3.2 Force-displacement variations
Variations in the force-displacement relationship of the tool are evident from the
plots in Figure 6.3. Two aspects of the plots were studied to quantify for any variations in
the runs. The first was the tool displacement required to reach the linear portion of the
plot. This value represents the displacement required by the tool to cause enough material
flow to fill all unconstrained space within the tool cavities and work piece holder. The
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second aspect that was studied is the slope of the linear portion of the plot. Any variations
in this slope represent the different in pure bulk compression of PMMA between the runs,
which can be dependent of the temperature of the PMMA. To reduce disturbances, the
PMMA blank needs to be accurately cut to a consistent dimension on top maintaining
consistent PMMA temperature. The load cell temperature can be also fluctuating as
continuously running of the process can eventually increase the temperature of the load
cell through heat conduction from the upper platens. It is imperative to cool the load cell
to a constant temperature while running the experiments and the load cell is sensitive to
temperature. The correlation between variations in the force-displacement plots and
device dimensional variations is not fully understood from these experiments and it will
require more studies.
7.3.3 Measurement Variations
Measurement variations were present while collecting data for this research due to
the way the optical profilometer measured the parts. The parts being transparent caused
reflection of the primary light source and at times interfering with the optical fringe
pattern used to measure the relied of the features. These measurement variations can be
eliminated if opaque PMMA was used for the embossing experiments if the optical
profilometer is to be used for making future measurements. Alternatively, an Atomic
Force Microscope can be used for more accurate measurements.
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7.4 Future Research
In this experiment, it was determined that when using the overall sample mean
and standard deviations of the die-part difference of the parts, the control charts shows
the process is "in-control". However, there are clearly points which have some distinct
trends and some run charts show evidence that the process might have only been
marginally in-control. In future research, if all the mentioned controlled inputs can be
kept constant and the identified disturbances reduced, a better understanding of the
natural process variation can be gotten.
In addition, by keeping control inputs constant, dimensional variations in features
located at different locations of the part can be studied. This research will give further
information about the importance of the feature locations on the quality of the feature
produced. Since the tool was only 0.9 microns deep, most of the parts were replicated
well. In future experiments, this depth can be increased to study variations of the height
of the produced features.
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APPENDIX A
Experimental Run Charts
The run charts for all 50 the sets of data are provided in this section
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APPENDIX B
Experimental Force-Displacement plots
The run charts for all 10 sets of data are provided in this section
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APPENDIX C
Material Properties
The detailed material properties for both PMMA and Copper are provided in this section.
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Acrylic
State: poly(m ethyl methacrylate), PMMA
Application: molding and extrusion compounds
Material Properties
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E
Suppliers
American Polymers, Inc.;
AtoHaas Americas. Inc.
Continental Acrylics, Inc.
Cyro Industries
DuPont Co., Polymers
ICI Acrylics, Inc.
LG Chemical America, Inc.
Network Polymers, Inc.
Plaskolite, Inc.
RTP Co.
Worcester, MA
Philadelphia, PA
Compton, CA
Rockaway, NJ
Wilmington, DE
Cordova, TN
Englewood Cliffs, NJ
Akron, OH
Columbus, OH
Winona, MN
800-562-8883
800-631-5384
800-438-7225
800-325-9577
888-437-4674
800-848-9124
800-433-4787
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Copper
29 Atomic Number 129
Cu Atomic Wei ht 63.546
63.546 Electron Config. 2-2-6-2-6-10-1
Electron conflauration order: ls-2s-2D-3s-3D-3d-4s-4D-4d-4f-5s-5D-5d-5f-6s-6D-6d-7s
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APPENDIX D
Specification Drawings
Some of the specification drawings for the temperature controller unit, platens and
compression anvils are provided in this section
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